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An organic molecule, the carbon-based complex of several atoms, is an innovative and essential 
element to create nano-structural platforms, as a building block. Because of its variety and functionality 
via widely studied synthetic methods, molecules have played an important role in electronics as not 
only a transport channel by bulk-forms but also a tuning layer at the interface of heterostructures. The 
potential of molecular layers has also stood out in spintronics, owing to its mass-low composition 
producing long spin life time. Beyond this advantage, the on-surface configuration of molecules to a 
metal film displays unique phenomena as it can control the molecular spins and interfacial coupling 
between them, resulting in the emergence of molecular spinterface. With a great effort to unveil 
fundamental mechanism of the hybrid interface via various spectroscopies and theoretical simulations, 
future-oriented research of molecular spintronics to practical device application has received enormous 
attentions. Among them, exchange bias is an attractive phenomenon, because it is closely related to the 
fundamental concept of spinterface and is a critical factor in practical magnetic devices. Thus, 
introducing molecular spinterface to exchange bias will take advantage of its functionality for device 
applications and enrich the research of molecular spintronics. 
This thesis will show the comprehensive study of molecular exchange bias induced by newly 
developed molecular spinterfaces between paramagnetic metalloporphyrins and ferromagnetic layers. 
Magnetometry showed that various kinds of metalloporphyrins resulted in different degree of interfacial 
couplings and a wide range of exchange bias on the ferromagnetic layers. Varying the underlying 
ferromagnetic layers allowed to control the interfacial exchange interaction such as ferromagnetic and 
antiferromagnetic coupling, and the latter can even tune the degree of exchange bias depending on 
cooling magnetic field. Magnetotransport measurement provided an alternative assessment of the 
exchange bias through anisotropic and angle-dependent magnetoresistance which are essential 
ingredients to expand spintronics applications of the hybrid magnetic layers. The emergence of 
magnetic moment and interfacial coupling were calculated by theoretical approaches with 
demonstrations of incommensurately antiferromagnetic interlayers of the molecules and indirect 
exchange coupling between the molecule and metal layer. These fundamental studies of the hybrid 
interfacial coupling and its impact on the magnetic and magnetotransport characteristics open a new 
channel for controlling hybrid magnetic layers. The demonstrated tuning of magnetic exchange bias via 
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Ⅰ. Molecular Spinterface 
Molecules on a metal film have played important roles not only in electronics using electron charge 
but also in spintronics dealing with both electron charge and spin. The interface between metal and 
organic molecular layers can change magnetic moment and coupling of the layers and further develop 
the ordering of the molecular layers. These interesting phenomena have triggered researcher's fancy to 
low dimensional structures and enriched the field of organic spintronics. This chapter will show the 
brief introduction for molecular spinterface. The background of spintronics, the emergence of molecular 
spinterface, and its recent research will be presented for helping to understand the results of this thesis. 
  
1.1. Spintronics  
Spintronics is a multidisciplinary research area focusing on manipulation of the electron's spin degree 
of freedom in condensed matters. Although the conventional use of electrons has been limited to 
electron charge as electronics, spintronics as its name says encompasses a wide range of electronics 
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  called spin up and spin down respectively, which originates from the component of 
spin quantized as 𝑆𝑧 = 𝑚𝑠ℏ (where 𝑚𝑠  is the quantum number and ħ is the Planck constant divided by 
2π). The first approach to spintronics was the discovery of anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) by W. 
Thomson1. He demonstrated different electrical conductivity in a ferromagnet according to the direction 
of applied magnetic field, but its small amplitude of anisotropy less than a few percent was not attractive. 
The emergence of giant magnetoresistance (GMR) in metal superlattices by A. Fert2 and P. Grünberg3 
made the difference of the electrical signal surprisingly up to 50% at low temperature. This important 
discovery encouraged to investigate on spin-dependent phenomena and accelerated development for 
magnetic device applications. Following spin-dependent transport in magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) 
achieved up to a few hundred percent of magnetoresistance (MR), called tunneling magnetoresistance 
(TMR)4-7. Based on these early and critical studies, there has been a lot of state-of-the-art research 
manipulating electron spins such as spin transfer torque (STT), spin orbit torque (SOT)8, spin Hall effect 
(SHE)9, spin Seebeck effect (SSE)10, spin transistor11, spin LED12, and so on. Generation of the spin-
dependent signal could be controlled not only by using magnetic field and electric field but also other 
energy forms like photonic field and mechanical deformation, which enrich fundamental understanding 





Figure 1.1. Representative research fields in spintronics [reproduced from Referenece7-12]. 
 
GMR and TMR are the representative spin-dependent phenomena which have utilized in the recent 
commercial magnetic sensors and related devices owing to their simple device structures and fast 
response in switching states. The basic structure of GMR, called spin valve, consists of two 
ferromagnetic (FM) metal films and a non-magnetic (NM) metal film where the NM film is sandwiched 
between the two FM films. When a constant current is applied and flows through a FM/NM/FM 
structure, the overall resistance is determined by the magnetization of the two FM films. There are two 
states of resistance in the structure that one is a high resistance state and the other is a low resistance 
state (Figure 1.2(a)). When the magnetic field is high enough to align parallel configuration of the FM 
1 and FM 2 layer that is the low resistance state, the majority spin in a spin-polarized current can flow 
well, but the minor spin undergoes spin-scattering because of different direction of magnetization. On 
the contrary, when an intermediate magnetic field is applied causing antiparallel configuration of the 
two FM layers that is a high resistance state, the major spin passes through easily into the FM 1 layer 
but not in the FM 2 layer. The opposite situation occurs for the minor spin that undergoes more spin-
scattering into the FM 1 layer, but easily passes through the FM 2 layer. Thus, parallel configuration of 









high resistance state. Based on these two resistance states, a switching device by varying applied 
magnetic field can operate widely used in the commercial magnetic devices. Figure 1.2(b) represents 








where RP (RAP) is the resistance at the parallel (antiparallel) state between two FM layers. There have 
been two important aspects to apply to practical devices. One is to achieve sufficiently separated two 
resistance states. In Figure 1.2(b), to obtain a stable high resistance state, large difference between 
HC,FM1 and HC,FM2 is essential. However, it will lead to large applied magnetic field that is a severe 
disadvantage for energy efficiency and device durability. The method to solve is to insert an 
antiferromagnetic (AFM) metal layer in the basic spin valve, which induces exchange bias resulting in 
large unidirectional anisotropy to applied magnetic field direction (see details in Section Π). The other 
aspect for device applications is a switching ratio to get clear and accurate difference for better device 
performance. Unfortunately, MR devices did not exceed the difference of 100 % that is much less than 
a required value in practical applications.  
 
 
Figure 1.2. Resistance states for spin-dependent transport. (a) Low and high resistance states by 
controlling the direction of magnetization. (b) Magnetization and magnetoresistance curves with 
different spin configuration. These spin-dependent schematic illustrations can describe the behavior of 































The MTJ as a next generation of a magnetic device has been received enormous attention for a much 
simpler structure and high improved device performance up to 600% MR at room temperature13. 
Compared to a GMR structure, the structure of a MTJ involves an insulating layer between two different 
FM layers (Figure 1.3). The insulating layer acts as a tunneling barrier which can reduce spin-scattering 
event (compared to the NM thick-medium in a GMR device) and further improve spin-dependent 
tunneling by specific tunnel barriers having a spin-filtering function. Figure 1.3 represents spin-
dependent transport in a MTJ. The electrons near the Fermi level play a critical role for the transport, 
having the interaction between s electrons for conduction and d electrons for magnetism. 
 
 
Figure 1.3. Concept of spin transport in TMR with spin-polarized density of states. (a) Parallel and (b) 
antiparallel configuration for two FM layers separated by a tunneling barrier. When the separating layer 
changes from the tunneling barrier to a NM metal, it will be GMR having similar spin-dependent 
transport. Dot-arrow lines from the left density of states to the right represent limited electron tunneling 





























Organic materials have been a promising candidate in the research of spintronics in which inorganic 
matters such as metals and oxides played a main role. As new and less explored matters having versatile 
aspects like various kinds and functionality, researchers got interested in organic materials that would 
enrich the spintronics research. Above all the advantages, the most attractive point of organic matters 
to spintronics is long spin relaxion time of spin-polarized electrons owing to rare spin-flip scattering 
events than inorganic ones, because a carbon atom as the main component of organic materials has a 
low atomic number (Z) leading to weak spin-orbit interaction, which is proportional to Z4. The first 
approach for using organic materials to spintronics was employing them as a channel medium in which 
a spin-polarized current flows between two FM electrodes. An experiment with T6 molecule spacer 
layers between ferromagnetic LSMO electrodes showed feasibility of organic spin transport layer, 
exhibiting 30% of different resistance when applying magnetic fields (Figure 1.4)14. The next 
experiment further extended the research by applying an organic matter to a spin valve device, resulting 
in different resistance depending on spin-states of a flowing current by applying magnetic fields. The 
well fabricated organic spin valve of a LSMO/Alq3/Co structure showed a clear and giant MR signal15, 
large enough to compare inorganic spin valves (Figure 1.4). These leading investigations for organic 
spintronics have encouraged people to extend the research of organic spintronics with various molecules. 
A small molecule Alq3 based structure showed 40% of GMR at 11 K15, and carbon nanotube based spin 
valve also recorded up to 60% at 5 K16, but both exhibited ignorable MR results at room temperature. 
However, fullerence (C60), the representative small molecule with high affinity, recorded 5% of MR at 
300 K17,18. Long spin diffusion length also achieved about 40 nm for Alq315, 130 nm for carbon 
nanotube19, and 200 nm for T6 polymer14. Other various molecules like rubrene20, P3HT21, PPV22, and 
NPD23 also well functioned as the medium of spin vale devices24.  
 
Figure 1.4. MR results with organic spacer. (a) An initial discovery of organic MR difference in a 
LSMO/T6/LSMO structure [reproduced from Reference14]. (b) GMR in a spin valve device of a 




Although organic materials revealed their advantages in spintronics and upgraded their performances, 
the mechanism of a spin-dependent current flowing in the sandwiched structure of a FM/organic/FM 
was not unveiled. One of the puzzled aspects concerned about the mechanism was the unexpected sign 
of MR that was difficult to explain by using conventional analysis for inorganic spin valves15,25,26. 
Although adjusting different voltages can tun the sign of MR through the modulation of energy levels 
of the two ferromagnetic electrodes in a spin valve27, it was not able to satisfactorily solve the peculiar 
MR problem in organic spin valves. Barraud and colleagues suggested a conceptual solution for a spin 
transport model considering spin-hybridization induced polarized states (SHIPS) at the interface of a 
FM/organic that were both PCo/Alq3 and PLSMO/Alq3, explaining the phenomenon of the changing MR 
sign28. They also demonstrated effective organic spin valve by eliminating a large junction area problem 
which could contain pin holes and inhomogeneous structures resulting in different interface states being 
able to cancel out the effective performance. The result showed 300% of MR in a LSMO/Alq3/Co 
structure the highest value in organic spin valves owing to nanometer scaled contact area. From this 
point of time, the term “Molecular Spinterface” have started to mention practically29 and extended its 
research widely.  
 
 
Figure 1.5. Organic MTJ of a LSMO/Alq3/Co structure. (a) A structure of the organic MTJ. (b) MR 
result for a 2 nm Alq3 device. The MR curve was obtained at 2 K with -5 mV. An inset indicates I-V 
curves recorded at 2 K in the parallel (IPA) and antiparallel (IAP) spin configurations. (c) A model for 
donor–acceptor-mediated transport. The coupled states of donor (D) with the left LSMO and acceptor 
(A) states with the right Co, shown in red color. (d) Illustration of the SHIPS obtained for strong 





Fundamental studies for the metal-organic interface have constantly proceeded through spectroscopy 
and theoretical study (detailed in the Section 1.3), and further modulating molecular interface achieved 
notable results in spintronics. One of them was to realize an organic spin valve device by using one 
ferromagnetic film and one molecular film. Raman and colleagues fabricated a Co/ZMP/Cu structure 
having a newly induced interfacial ferromagnetic layer at the interface of the Co/ZMP, which exhibited 
25% of MR at 4.2 K30. Theoretical calculation explained that the first interfacial ZMP layer adjacent to 
the Co film acted as a ferromagnetic film making the device having two coercivities necessary to a spin 
valve device. Another fascinating phenomenon of molecular spinterface was inducing magnetic 
ordering in molecular layers on the underlying FM film. Gruber and colleagues stacked MnPc 
molecules layer by layer, and they found that the first interfacial layer was ferromagnetically ordered 
and the consecutive layers were antiferromagnetically ordered on the Co film31. This delicate 
experiment by XMCD reconfirmed the antiferromagnetic molecule layers on the ferromagnet via 
temperature dependent the exchange bias effect. Besides, creating Rashba-split quantum-well interface 
states and controlling the Dirac point by topmost interfacial molecules on a topological insulator32 and 
modulating the property of top molecules on a ferroelectric poling33 implied that the hybrid interfacial 
features are not limited to metal-combinations but further can extend to various systems of functional 









Figure 1.6. Interfacial MR effect. (a) MR of 25% in a Co/ZMP/Cu structure at 4.2 K. (b) Comparable 
MR data for a Co/ZMP/Py structure at 4.2 K. (c) Spin-resolved DOS of the p-states for the first and 
second ZMP molecule layer of the relaxed interface system. Interfacial pz–d hybridization creates spin 
unbalanced electronic structure in the two molecules [reproduced from Reference30]. 
 
 
Figure 1.7. Magnetic ordering of the MnPc molecules on a Co film. (a) Schematic configuration and 
theoretical calculated spin moments. (b) Mn XMCD spectra for 0.7, 1.9, and 3.5 ML MnPc molecule 
on the Co film. The red line indicates the condition at 295 K with a field of 0.1 T to test the robustness 
of the effect, and the blue at 4.8 K with 6.5 T is to align the uncoupled paramagnetic molecules. (c) 







1.3. Planar Molecule 
 A molecule is a complex of more than two atoms through chemical bonds, acting as a single entity 
which can even gather to the form of aggregation. Compared to a polymer by a solution process, 
thermally deposited molecules can have high purity and form a low dimensional structure that are great 
advantages for surface science. Small molecules such as Alq3, pentacene, C60, rubrene, T6, etc. have 
played a key role as a building block especially in electronics, optics, and spintronics. Among them 
porphyrin and phthalocyanine are broadly utilized molecules owing to their planar geometry and 
various kinds. In early days, these two materials were used as components of dyes and pigments 
extracted from plants. The single molecular form of porphyrin and phthalocyanine was first discovered 
as a by-product when people started to synthesize these materials, in the early 18th century. Their 
applications to industry have extended from the conventional dye, coating, and pigment to biomedicine 
and optics in bulk forms and even electronics as a film. A porphyrin consists of four pyrrole type 
subunits interconnected each other through methine bridges. A phthalocyanine also possesses the 
similar geometric structure, but four isoindole units constitute the structure by nitrogen bridges. Both 
molecules have eighteen π-electrons constituting a planar and cyclic ring structure maintaining a stable 
structure called an aromatic structure. Various and functional characteristics of the two molecules come 
from the variety of a central metal ion. The two H atoms from pyrrole or isoindole subunits in normal 
porphyrins and phthalocyanines can be replaced with central metal ions having various oxidation states 
and geometries. This results in wide ranges of material properties such as electrical conductivity, band 
edge energy, ionization energy, photoconductivity, absorption wavelength, etc34. These engineered 
features play a key role not only in biochemistry and biomedicine but also electronics research like 


















Table 1.1. Absorption wavelength35, band edge energy36, and electrical conductivity for phthalocyanine 
series. The absorption data was from the vapor phase. The conductivities were measured at 300 K and 








Absorption Wavelenth Band edge
Conductivity (S/cm)
Q (nm) B (nm) N (nm) L (nm) VB (eV) CB (eV)
PcCo 657 312.5 - 240 -5.0 -3.3 10-10
PcNi 651 327.5 - 235 -5.3 -3.6 10-9 to 10-15
PcCu 657.5 325 276 240.5 -5.1 -3.6 10-7 to 10-14
PcZn 661 326.5 276 240 -5.0 -3.3 10-8 to 10-12
PcPb 698 332.5 280 245 -5.1 -3.8 -
PcVO 671 333 280 243.5 -5.5 -3.9 10-7
PcTiO 676 337 266 250 -5.5 -3.7 10-10
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1.4. Interface at Organic/Inorganic Heterostructures  
Recently, functional organic materials have been widely studied in electronic and optic research and 
further applied to practical applications. This functionality comes from not only various bulk properties 
but also the interface between two different materials such as inorganic/organic or organic/organic37,38. 
The study for organic interface has been conventionally interested in the region of organic light-emitting 
diode (OLED) and organic solar cell. One of the main issues is energy level alignment at a metal/organic 
interface. It is a critical factor for OLED structures to perform efficient carrier injection, involving 
energy level formation from the surface dipole layer in the tailing electron cloud at the surface and the 
interfacial dipole layer because of charge transfer and other charge distribution related phenomena 
(Figure 1.9(a,b)). Another issue is energy band bending at a metal/organic interface that is essential 
point to improve efficiency of charge separation especially in organic solar cell. Non-equilibrium 
electrical states at the interface between different materials make the charge redistribution, and this 
leads to align their Fermi level. If the organic film is thick enough, the energy level of the film adjacent 
to the interface bends between the bulk organic and interfacial organic film, making built-in potential 
Vbi playing an important role in operating devices (Figure 1.9(c)). Other important factors such as 
inserted tunneling layer and the influence of applied bias also affect the behaviors of heterostructure 
interface. These fundamental studies for energy level at the metal/organic interface have enormously 
impacted on device applications such as organic transistor, OLED, and organic solar cell, and indirectly 
improved the method and skills for analysis such as XPS and UPS. 
 
 
Figure 1.9. Energy level of a metal/organic junction. (a) Vacuum level aligned interface including the 
surface dipole effect. VL(s) and VL(∞) are the vacuum level of a surface and infinite location. (b) 
Metal/organic energy alignment with the interfacial dipole layer. Here, VL indicates VL(s) in (a), and 
Δ is the energy related to the dipole layer. (c) Energy band bending of a thick organic film at the interface. 





With the emergence of spintronics in 1980s, the concept of electron spin has been familiar to researchers 
in the field of the heterostructure interface. They have tried to extend the research of interface to spin-
dependent interfacial phenomena. However, the lack of experimental equipment which can detect and 
analyze spin-dependent properties of thin films (from a monolayer to a nanometer scale) made the 
research stagnated. Eventually, the study for spin-polarized molecules begun and extended explosively 
in 2000s with the initial report for spin-polarized molecules on a metal film consisting of copper-
phthalocyanine molecules on the underlying Fe(100) substrate39. They showed planarly stacked 
molecule on the interface by coaxial impact collision ion scattering spectroscopy (CAICISS) and 
revealed that its spin-polarization followed the underlying Fe film by using spin-polarized metastable 
deexcitation spectroscopy (SPMDS). Similar studies through SPMDS have been performed to various 
molecules such as pentacene, benzene, and so on40,41. X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) is a 
very powerful technique because of its ability to detect the spin-polarized element and orbital selectivity. 
The first experiment of XMCD was performed to magnetized iron in 198742, and various kinds of 
inorganic materials have been analyzed and revealed their magnetic properties via XMCD, thanks to its 
extremely high sensitivity and resolution. This technique was first applied to a metal/molecule film 
composed of paramagnetic Mn(Ⅲ)–tetraphenyl-porphyrin chloride and the underlying ferromagnetic 
Co film, showing the ferromagnetically ordered Mn element in respect to the Co43. This study 
demonstrated the magnetic proximity effect at the interface between a molecule and ferromagnet film 
by direct element analysis, and it led to further work for Fe(Ⅲ)-octaethyl-porphyrin chloride molecules 
on a Co and Ni film showing spin orientation ordering and following theoretical calculation to elucidate 
the interfacial coupling and the route to transfer the polarized spin from the ferromagnet to the 






Figure 1.10. Magnetic ordering of Fe(Ⅲ)-octaethyl-porphyrin chloride on a ferromagnetic film. (a) 
XMCD result of the iron element in the molecule. Inset indicates a schematic image of the stacking 
structure (up) and corresponding hysteresis loops for Ni and Fe (down). (b) Theoretical calculations for  
ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic ordering between the Fe element in the molecule and the 
underlying Co film [reproduced from Reference44] 
 
In this way, introducing XMCD analysis has enriched the research of metal/molecule spinterface with 
a variety of combinations for a heterostructure. Ferromagnetic Fe, Co, and Ni and antiferromagnetic 
Mn and FeMn metal layers have been adopted as a trigger to emerge molecular spinterface. Planar 
molecules such as metallo series of tetraphenyl-porphyrin (MTPP), octaethyl-porphyrin (MOEP), and 
phthalocyanine (MPc) with a central metal ion (M = Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Cr, and Mn) have been 
enormously investigated on their structural and spin orientations, thanks to a well-stacked layer by layer 
structure31,45-62. Further, controlling interfacial exchange coupling has been succeeded by inserting 
interlayer such as Cu60, graphene55,62, and oxygen species45,48,49 which converted the coupling among 
ferromagnetic, antiferromagnetic, or non-spin-polarized (Figure 1.11). The coupling has influenced not 
only to the interfacial layer but also further stacking molecular layers. This stacked molecules could 









Figure 1.11. Change of interfacial exchange coupling by an inserting layer. (a) Variation in the XMCD 
sign of a Mn element in a Co/Cu/MnPc structure by controlling the thickness of the Cu (0, 1.5, 2.9, and 
4.0 ML) layers [reproduced from Reference60]. (b) Switching of XMCD signals of the Co element in a 
Ni/CoTPP structure by adjusting nitric oxide (NO) [reproduced from Reference46]. 
 
Another notable technique for investigating the hybrid spinterface is spin-polarized ultraviolet 
photoelectron spectroscopy (SP-UPS) which gives the applicative information of different spin-
dependent interface states at the Fermi level of a ferromagnet/molecule bilayer. For example, although 
they were similar kinds of Pc species, CuPc molecules on the underlying Co film showed notable spin-
polarization near the Fermi level, but other CoPc and ZnPc molecular systems exhibited less distinctive 
polarization states, because of the different degree of interaction with the d-orbital in the central metal 
ions64. Further advanced results realized almost 100% polarized spin states near the Fermi level at room 
temperature in a Co/MnPc bilayer65, and revealed the role of inserting normal metal layers for 
preventing degradation at the ferromagnet/molecules66. A spin-polarized single molecule by using spin-
polarized scanning tunneling microscopy (SP-STM) exhibited spin-polarized molecules on a 






Figure 1.12. SP-STM images for a single molecule on a ferromagnet. (a) SP-STM images for a FePc 
molecule on a Co film. The experimental and simulated images for various states are presented for each 
spin directions [reproduced from Reference67]. (b) Spin-resolved data for a TbPc2 molecule on a Co 
film. Difference of the spectroscopic curves and tunneling conductance provides the information about 







Ⅱ. Exchange Bias 
In a FM/AFM heterostructure, the AFM layers induce interfacial magnetic anisotropy to the FM layers, 
which is called exchange bias. Conceptually simple mechanism and notable ability to control magnetic 
properties have made exchange bias as an indispensable component for practical magnetic devices. 
From the invention of exchange bias in a metal/metal oxide system, occurrence of exchange bias has 
extended to various systems such as ferrimagnet, spin glass, oxide, and further organic systems. This 
chapter will introduce a broad background of exchange bias from the mechanism to device applications. 
 
2.1. Mechanism of Exchange Bias 
When a FM film meets an AFM film and then develops interface, this FM/AFM structure can have 
unidirectional anisotropy of its magnetic hysteresis loop via cooling through the Neel temperature (TN) 
of the AFM with a static magnetic field. The AFM spins aligned in a preferred direction via the 
interfacial coupling of the FM/AFM structure impact on spins of the FM film resisting or assisting to 
flip in a magnetic field sweep. This interaction between the FM and AFM film results in unidirectional 
anisotropy called (magnetic) exchange bias. The first exchange bias effect was discovered by 
Meiklejohn and Bean when they studied Co particles surrounded by a native oxide of the Co69. After 
the researches with the particle systems, the heterostructure of thin films started to be widely used to 
figure out the mechanism of exchange bias owing to well defined interface and controllable structures 
with the improved technique of thin film fabrication. Exchange bias has not been limited in the initial 
FM/AFM system but occurred also in the systems of FM/ferrimagnet70, AFM/ferrimagnet71, SG72, 
FM/PM31, and so on.  
 
Figure 2.1. The first exchange bias feature, in Co/CoO particles. Anisotropic hysteresis loops (solid line) 
at 77 K was shown for a field cooling procedure in H = 10000 Oe, but there was no asymmetry when 
cooled in zero field [reproduced from Reference69]. 
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The phenomenon of exchange bias in a stacking structure can be intuitively understood with spin 
configuration of layers at the FM/AFM structure, depicted in Figure 2.2. At the temperature below the 
Curie temperature (TC) and above TN, the FM spins are aligned to the direction of an applied magnetic 
field (H), but the spins of the AFM layers are in a randomly distributed paramagnetic state (0). As 
temperature decreases with a static H and passes by the TN (to T < TN), the AFM layers become an 
antiferromagnetic state with parallel interfacial spins to the FM under an uncompensated spin 
configuration (1). When the field is applied to the negative direction, the spins of the FM layers flip to 
the H direction, but the underlying AFM layers exert a torque to the FM layers (for ferromagnetic 
coupling between the FM and AFM layers). Then, the FM layers need more energy to fully flip its spins 
overcoming the torque. This turns into the shift of a left coercivity to the opposite direction to the H 
during cooling (2). In the opposite H region (3), when the field is applied to the positive direction, the 
spins of the FM layers flip earlier (4). Thus, the overall hysteresis loop has unidirectional anisotropy 
that is the shift to the opposite direction to the H (negative exchange bias). 
 
 
Figure 2.2. Schematic illustration for (negative) exchange bias. Dot lines indicate the hysteresis loop of 
the FM layers without AFM layers, showing small loop width and a symmetrical hysteresis loop. Bold 
lines represent exchange-biased FM layers with AFM layers via a FC procedure. HC- and HC+ indicate 


















The origin of exchange bias was proposed by several researchers with theoretical and analytical models. 
The first model called the Meiklejohn and Bean model introduced a comprehensive relation of rotational 
anisotropies and simplified amplitude of exchange bias. In the initial version of the model, ideal 
conditions were considered such as a single domain of the FM and AFM layer, atomically smooth 
interface, fully uncompensated interface, rigid AFM layers, uniaxial anisotropy (in-plain), etc. Based 
on the Stoner–Wohlfarth model which described a magnetization of a single domain about varying H, 
the Meiklejohn and Bean model has a realistic form of the energy per unit area73,74, 
𝐸𝐴 = −𝜇0𝐻𝑀FM𝑡FM cos(𝜃 − 𝛽) + 𝐾FM𝑡FM𝑠𝑖𝑛
2(𝛽) 
+𝐾AFM𝑡AFM𝑠𝑖𝑛
2(𝛼) − 𝐽EB cos(𝛽 − 𝛼)    
where μ0 is the vacuum permeability, M is the saturated magnetization, t is the thickness, K is the volume 
anisotropy constant, JEB is the interfacial exchange energy per unit area, and 𝜃, 𝛼, and 𝛽 are the angles 
described in Figure 2.3. The first term is for the Zeeman energy and the second is for the magnetic 
crystalline anisotropy for the FM layers. The third term makes this model realistic by inserting the new 
concept of the AFM layers slightly rotating during the magnetization reversal, but it remains the rigid 
state for the average AFM layers. When the energy is stable as ∂𝐸𝐴/𝜕𝜃 = 0 and minimized in respect 
to the 𝛼 and 𝛽, the amplitude of exchange bias can be expressed as below74. This simple equation well 








Figure 2.3. Diagram for vectors and energy terms related to the rotational hysteresis in the Meiklejohn 










The models considered realistic interfaces has also been proposed with a microscopic perspective. 
Malozemoff postulated a randomness of the exchange interaction arising from the interfacial 
roughness75. The interaction acts as a random field to AFM layers, which makes the AFM layers 
breaking into domains. Then, if the AFM layers has different interfacial energy denoted σ1 and σ2 in 
Figure 2.4(a) for two FM domains, the exchange field is determined by balancing between the applied 





In this case, if the AFM layers are compensated, neighbor AFM sublattices have different spins which 
result in the net exchange interaction zero. On the contrary, when the AFM layers are uncompensated, 
the exchange bias value will be the ideally highest. However, observed experimental values were two 
orders lower than the theoretical results which made the concept of the model assumed most regions 
for the compensated and a very little of the uncompensated region, depicted in Figure 2.4(b-d). 
 
 
Figure 2.4. Schematic figures of the Malozemoff model. (a) A side view of a FM-AFM sandwich film 
with a ferromagnetic domain wall driven by H. σ1 and σ2 indicate different interfacial energies because 
of the FM domains. (b-d) Possible spin configurations. (d) Lower energy state of (b). (c) The shifted 









Mauri also tried to find the reason for the different exchange bias values from the experiment and 
theoretic calculation76. One of the possible reasons suggested was poor interface coupling on account 
of imperfect interfaces, but a fundamental model was also proposed in respect to the formation of the 
AFM domains parallel to the interface, described in Figure 2.5. The energy relation was also modified 
with the partial domain wall energy in the fourth term, as below.  
𝐸𝐴 = −𝜇0𝐻𝑀FM𝑡FM cos(𝜃 − 𝛽) + 𝐾FM𝑡FM𝑠𝑖𝑛
2(𝛽) 
             −𝐽EB cos(𝛽 − 𝛼) − 2√𝐴𝐴𝐹𝑀𝐾𝐴𝐹𝑀(1 − cos(𝛼)) 
The new relation considered in the total magnetic energy generates the interface energy λ =
𝐽EB/(2√𝐴AFM𝐾AFM), where A is the exchange stiffness constant. This model concluded two limiting 
cases for the λ. If λ < 1 which means the strong interfacial coupling, this model is similar with the 
conventional Meiklejohn and Bean model. However, in the weak coupling condition as λ > 1, the 
exchange bias value decreases, depending on the domain wall motion and related parameters. Other 
models has also made an effort to interpret the phenomenon of exchange bias such as the thermal 
fluctuation aftereffect model by Fulcomer and Charap77, the random field model by Imry78, the domain 
state model by Nowak79, the partial domain wall model by Kim and Stamps80, the spin glass model72, 












A training effect is one of the symbolic feature of exchange bias. The hysteresis loops with consecutive 
field sweeps show decrease of the exchange bias effect. Earlier research reported that the decrease via 
the training effect followed power law dependence, but the analysis considered detail factors resulted 
in the following relation below83, 
𝐻EB
𝑛 = 𝐻EB
∞ + 𝐴f exp (−𝑛/𝑃f) + 𝐴i exp (−𝑛/𝑃i) 
where the n is exchange bias of the nth repetition, the f and i mean the frozen spins and evolved interfacial 
disorder, A and P are parameters related to the spins. The term interfacial disorder contributes sharp 
decrement with low anisotropy for the initial state, and the frozen spins in the AFM domains contribute 
a saturated long tail. As exchange bias is defined as the half of the sum of coercivities, both the left and 
right coercivity are directly related to reduction of the exchange bias. The left coercivity under the FC 
procedure with a positive magnetic field decreases exponentially with the repetition. On the other hands, 
the right coercivity in the loop shows various tendencies depending on the exchange-biased system 
which even results in an opposite sign of exchange bias. The reason for the training effect has been 
considered as interfacial disorder and the motion of domains through the repetition of magnetic field 
sweeps. By using magnetometry and magnetoresistance, clear difference among consecutive loops has 
been reported, explained that the first sharp loop was dominated by domain wall nucleation and domain 
wall propagation, and the consecutive loops resulted from the rotation of the magnetizations in Figure 
2.6. Magnetoresistance results further exhibited the portion of less rotated spins in the exchange-biased 
system in Figure 2.6(b). Direct evidence for the domain motions also proved through MFM analysis 




Figure 2.6. Exchange bias and its training effect of a CoO/Co bilayer. (a) Hysteresis loops measured at 
5 K with VSM magnetometry after cooling in a field of +400 mT. The first loop at negative field is 








are dominated by rotation of the magnetization and are more rounded. (b) Magnetoresistance at 10 K 
after cooling in a field of +100 mT applied along the length of the stripe. A smaller resistance change 
(less rotation) is observed during the first loop when compared to the consecutive reversals. The insets 
compare the resistance at saturated magnetization to the maximum (reference line), which ideally 





Figure 2.7. Exchange bias and domain structures of a Co/CoO at 30 K along the easy axis after cooling 
in 10 kOe. (a) Magnetization loop with a denoted sequence from 1 to 3. (b-f) Domain structures 





2.2. Positive/Negative Exchange Bias 
 In some interfacial systems between a FM and AFM film, the magnitude and sign of exchange bias 
can be controlled86. When interfacial coupling at a FM/AFM structure is ferromagnetic, the direction of 
unidirectional anisotropy is to a negative field side via a cooling in a positive applied magnetic field in 
a FC procedure (HFC). The degree of the anisotropy is not affected by the magnitude of HFC, because 
the interfacial spins of the AFM layer are parallel to the spins of FM layers. On the other hands, when 
a FM/AFM structure has antiferromagnetic interfacial coupling, the sign and magnitude of the 
anisotropy are going to change by varying HFC (Figure 2.8). In the case of low HFC meaning that 
interfacial exchange coupling between a FM and AFM film is more dominant than the interaction 
between HFC and AFM layers (Zeemann energy), the interface has antiferromagnetic spin alignment. 
This stable state in the system results in conventional negative exchange bias which represents that the 
direction of anisotropy is opposite to the HFC direction. In the case of high HFC, Zeemann energy in the 
AFM layers overcomes the interfacial exchange coupling, making parallel spin configuration with the 
FM film (and HFC) at the interface. As the parallel interfacial spins are unstable in this antiferromagnetic 




Figure 2.8. Schematic illustrations for exchange bias in an antiferromagnetic interfacial coupling system. 
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Figure 2.9. Exchange bias of FeF2/Fe bilayers as a function of HFC at T = 10 K for samples with varying 
FeF2 grown temperatures (TS). An inset shows magnetization loops of a TS = 300 ℃ sample for HFC = 
2 kOe (open circles) and HFC = 70 kOe (closed circles) [reproduced from Reference86]. 
 
A competition between interfacial exchange coupling and the interaction of HFC-AFM layers was 
represented by Nogues etc., the first discoverer of positive exchange bias, under several deposition 
conditions of samples (Figure 2.9)86. Comprehensive studies with two interfacial antiferromagnetic 
systems of FeF2 and MnF2 with a ferromagnetic Fe film, clarified the competition theoretically based 
on experimental results (Figure 2.10). With similar JAF (-1.2 meV and -1.3 meV) for the both cases, the 
Fe/Fe2 system having strong JF/AF (-1.2 meV) showed only the changing magnitude of exchange bias 
but not the inversion of the sign, but the Fe/MnF2 with comparably weak JF/AF (-0.35 meV) represented 
both change of the sign and magnitude87-89. An XMCD study for an exchange bias system 
experimentally revealed spin configurations of each element and layer depending on magnetic states of 
the exchange-biased hysteresis loop (Figure 2.11)90. 
 
 
Figure 2.10. HFC dependent HEB for Fe/FeF2 and Fe/MnF2. The lines are theoretical results, and the 




Figure 2.11. Element-specific magnetic hysteresis loops and spin configurations. Hysteresis loops of a 
Gd0.42Fe0.58/NiCoO sample measured by (a) VSM and XMCD for (b) Gd, (c) Fe, (d) Co, and (e) Ni at 
room temperature. (f-i) Schematic illustrations of the spin configuration at various states of the magnetic 






2.3. Exchange Bias with Molecules 
 Exchange bias has been one of attractive features that the research of molecular spinterface got 
interested in, because it can simply and effectively figure out the structure and phenomenon of a FM 
film, AFM film, and further their interfaces. Initial approach to the exchange bias with molecular 
interface was started with antiferromagnetic metal Mn and paramagnetic molecule TbPc2 layers91. The 
interfacial elements of Tb and Mn showed ferromagnetic signals in XMCD measurement, meaning that 
the induced ferromagnetic-like interfacial layer between the paramagnetic TbPc2 and antiferromagnetic 
Mn layer was pinned by the antiferromagnetic Mn film, realizing exchange bias (Figure 2.12). There 
was a surprising report displaying clear exchange bias at the structure with paramagnetic molecular 
MnPc and ferromagnetic Co layers31. The peculiar interfacial features were unveiled by XMCD 
measurement and a theoretical calculation, showing the antiferromagnetic ordered MnPc interlayers on 
the Co film. These newly developed MnPc layers acted as an AFM film which pinned the underlying 
Co film presenting exchange bias via a FC procedure (Figure 1.4). One fundamental question has arisen 
to figure out which layers played an effective role to make exchange bias by acting AFM layers, between 
an underlying FM and molecule layers. By using different kinds of MPc molecules having various spins 
from S = 0 to S = 3/292, molecular AFM spin chains from molecular layers63 and magnetic hardening 
from underlying FM layers30 both contributed to induce exchange bias at the hybrid interface. In these 
points, the hybrid interface between molecules and metals showed its possibility to develop unexpected 
and interesting functionalities compared to the rigid interface between inorganic matters. 
 
Figure 2.12. Magnetic properties of TbPc2/Mn(3 ML)/Ag at 8 K after a FC procedure with 5 T. XAS 
and XMCD spectra for (a) L2,3 Mn and (b) M4,5 Tb edges. Magnetization loops of (a) Mn and (b) Tb. 






 An initial use of magnetic materials begun with material itself or simply modified form like a magnetic 
compass and electromagnet. With fundamental understanding of the magnet, well-engineered magnetic 
sensors were developed which controlled and detected spin states. AMR, well-known phenomenon in 
a FM film, was the initial method for reading and writing in a magnetic sensor with its sensitivity and 
potential in low volume. GMR and TMR have been the next generation technique for a magnetic 
recording head, having lower volume, suitable geometry, and two orders of magnitude larger than in 
signal to noise than that of previous AMR head, which could allow the high density of magnetic 
storage93, shown in Figure 2.13. In these MR devices consisting of a multilayer structure with two FM 
films, exchange bias has played an indispensable role for operating as a commercial device. An inserted 
AFM film made a reference FM film shifted from the center because of exchange bias94. In that case, a 
free FM film only responds to the applied magnetic field that is much smaller than the exchange bias 
field of the reference FM film, making the device precise and effective as low magnetic field is sufficient 
for device operations (Figure 2.14). 
 
 





Figure 2.14. Exchange-biased system of a Si/NiFe(150 Å)/Cu(26 Å/NiFe(150 Å)/FeMn(100 Å)/Ag 
structure. (a) Magnetization curve and (b) relative change in resistance. The magnetic field is applied 
parallel to the exchange bias field created by the FeMn film [reproduced from Reference94].  
 
A recent state-of-the-art application of a magnetic device requires high density and fast switching with 
reliability. A spin transfer torque (STT) switching method with a MTJ was a promising candidate for a 
logic device, but low endurance by high current density causing the degradation of an ultra-thin tunnel 
barrier and questioned reliability owing to use of the same path for reading and writing. Development 
of spin orbit torque (SOT) device has been expected to overcome the previous problems of the STT by 
separating a reading and writing path and inducing current in plain direction. Also, the SOT switching 
even exhibited faster switching than the STT (Figure 2.15). In these switching devices, exchange bias 
using an antiferromagnetic film also demonstrated an indispensable role. Notably recent studies 
exhibited magnetic field-free switching of SOT devices95-97, which can advance the commercialization 











Figure 2.15. Schematic illustrations for magnetic switching devices. A STT device has the same path 




Figure 2.16. Field-free SOT torque switching in a Ta(5 nm)/CoFeB(3 nm)/IrMn(3 nm)/CoFeB /MgO 
device. (a) A conceptual schematic structure of the SOT device. (b) Field-free SOT switching in the 
fabricated device (the initial Bset = +0.35 T). (d,e) The control of magnetization direction by repeated 
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Ⅲ. Experimental Methods 
 Characterization of the organic/inorganic interface between the sandwiched bulk films needs interface-
sensitive measurements. Differing from the spectroscopic analyses mostly using in-situ deposition and 
characterization, the sample for magnetoelectrical measurement needs more considerations including a 
device patterning, capping layer for preventing oxidation, and optimal thickness of films. In this chapter, 
the process for a sample preparation is introduced step by step. The prepared samples were analyzed by 
magnetometry and magnetoelectrical transport measurement. 
 
3.1. Sample preparation 
 Samples were fabricated on a p-Si/SiO2 (300 nm) substrate prepared with a cleaning process with 
acetone, ethanol, deionized water, and an Ar plasma treatment prior to thin film depositions. A Ta (6 
nm) film was used as a buffer layer on the p-Si/SiO2 substrate to enhance the crystallinity of 
ferromagnetic films. Then, Co (2-8 nm) layers were deposited by using an electron beam evaporation 
at a typical rate of 0.2 Å/s (Figure 3.1.). A series of the MOEPs (NiOEP, CuOEP, ZnOEP, CoOEP, and 
FeOEP-Cl) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. The MOEP powder was sublimed at 220℃ and the rate 
of deposition was critically controlled to be less than 0.2 Å/s to develop a highly uniform hybrid 
interface. To prevent oxidation of the film, an AlOx (20 nm) film on top of the MOEP film was deposited. 
All samples were fabricated at room temperature, unless indicated otherwise. A deposition procedure 
of all the samples were performed in a high vacuum under a base pressure of 10-7 Torr, without breaking 
a vacuum. The thickness of each layer was controlled with a quartz crystal monitor. 
 
 
Figure 3.1. Deposition chambers for thin film fabrication. (a) E-beam and thermal deposition chamber. 




To measure magnetoelectrical properties, a Hall bar pattern was introduced in the deposition process. 
Because of the importance of the interface, a shadow-mask technique was used to form the films. The 
Hall geometry for a channel consisted of the width (500~700 μm) and the length (2~3 mm) in the x 
direction. The width of the y sensing lines was less than 200 μm which satisfied the conventional ratio 
for the Hall pattern (Figure 3.6(b)). Each contact was comprised of Ti(2 nm)/Au(10 nm) pads.    
Deposited FM films on a Ta buffer layer showed smooth roughness, but they did not show atomically 
smooth surface. The surface of a Co and Fe film displayed Rq = 1.43 Å and Rq = 1.23 Å, respectively 
(Figure 3.2). X-ray diffraction analysis confirmed the polycrystalline FM films with broaden peaks. The 
Co film had a FCC (111) structure, and the Fe film had a BCC (110) structure (Figure 3.3). Compared 
to the metal films, molecule OEP layers had a little bit rough surface with Rq = 2.86 Å, regardless of the 
series of MOEPs. Thus, deposition of the molecule layer should be under careful conditions, especially 




Figure 3.2. AFM images for each film. Surface morphology of a (a) Co film with Rq = 1.43 Å, (b) Fe 







Figure 3.3. XRD data for a Co and Fe film. (a) Diffraction peaks for the Co film. Predominant peaks 
near 44° indicates the Co film has a polycrystalline FCC (111) structure. (b) XRD peaks for the Fe film. 
The Fe had a BCC (110) structure. Sharp peaks between 55° ~ 60° came from the substrate both cases 
in the Co and Fe. 
 
  






























Magnetoelectrical measurement was performed in the chamber of a Physical Property Measurement 
System (PPMS, Quantum Design). A Hall bar patterned device was attached to a rotator puck and then 
electrically connected with the contact pads in the device and the puck by copper wires and indium 
bonding wires (Figure 3.5). The device on the puck was installed to a horizonal rotator which can rotate 
-5° to 365° in the PPMS chamber. All measurements were in vacuum conditions, but there was not 
difference between a high and low vacuum condition. As an electrical instrument, Keithley 2636A was 
adopted for source and measure in local measurement, and Keithley 2182 nano-voltmeter was used for 
measure in non-local measurement. Considering several conditions like heating effect and the clarity of 
data for the measurement, applied current was typically less than 500 μA.  
FC measurement was started with setting a magnetic field from 0.2 T to 6 T at 300 K and then cooled 
down to low temperatures. After approaching set temperature, less than an hour was gave to stable the 
temperature of the sample because the heating/cooling line was a little far from the sample position. All 
FC procedures were same for all series of FM/MOEP systems to eliminate unwanted side effect. The 
device was very stable in the period of the measurement. Measurement in the first day and the final 
fourth day showed identical data.  
 
 
Figure 3.4. PPMS and Keithley instruments for magnetoelectrical measurement. The PPMS provides a 








Figure 3.5. A prepared device for magnetoelectrical measurement in the PPMS. (a) Electrically 
contacted device to the PPMS puck. (b) A Hall bar geometry for the device. 
 
 Magnetometry with a Superconducting Quantum Interference Device-Vibrating Sample 
Magnetometer (SQUID-VSM) in a Magnetic Property Measurement System (MPMS, Quantum Design) 
was executed with the same kinds of the samples in the magnetoelectrical measurement. A prepared 
sample covered with thin films in all areas was cut by 4.5 mm x 8 mm and mounted on a plastic capsule. 
Then, the capsule with the sample was tightly fixed in a plastic straw (Figure 3.7). The plastic capsule 
and straw were proper substitutes because of low mass compared to the thin film. Also, a p-Si/SiO2 (300 
nm) substrate displayed only a diamagnetic signal which was negligibly smaller than the ferromagnetic 
signal of the thin film itself. Similar with the magnetoelectrical measurement, an investigation via a FC 
procedure was under careful considerations including stable time, the sweeping rate of a magnetic field, 
and remanent magnetization. A typical sweeping rate of a magnetic field was less than 20 Oe/s, and the 
data was recorded less than each 40 Oe step. In the case of a low field scan, much less rate of 2 Oe/s 
was adopted and recording step was also less than 5 Oe step. All the measurements were performed 
directly after the deposition of the films to avoid oxidation and unexpected effects, but there was no 

















Figure 3.6. MPMS for magnetometry. The MPMS allows to control a temperature from 1.8 K to 400 K 









Ⅳ. Exchange Bias in Co/MOEP Systems with Interfacial 
Ferromagnetic Coupling 
Molecular spins as individual are promising quantum states for emerging computation technologies. 
The “on surface” configuration of molecules in proximity to a magnetic film allows control over the 
orientations of molecular spins and coupling between them. The stacking of planar molecular spins 
could favor antiferromagnetic interlayer couplings and lead to pinning of the magnetic underlayer via 
exchange bias, which is extensively utilized in ultrafast and high-density spintronics. However, a 
fundamental understanding of the molecular exchange bias and its operating features on a device has 
not been unveiled. Here, this study showed a tunable molecular exchange bias and its asymmetrical 
magnetotransport characteristics on a device by using the hybrid interface of metalloporphyrin/ 
ferromagnetic Co films. A series of the distinctive molecular layers showcased a wide range of 
interfacial exchange coupling and bias. The transport behavior of the hybrid bilayer films revealed the 
molecular exchange bias effect on a fabricated device, representing asymmetric behaviors on 
anisotropic and angle-dependent magnetoresistances. Theoretical simulations demonstrated close 
correlations among the interfacial distance, magnetic interaction, and exchange bias. This study of the 
hybrid interfacial coupling and its impact on magnetic and magnetotransport behaviors will extend 
functionalities of molecular spinterfaces for emerging information technologies. 
  
4.1. Motivation  
Molecular spins have been considered as intriguing platforms for exploring spin-dependent 
phenomena at the nanoscale with promising potential for data storage and computation technologies98-
100. Applications of molecular spins for information technology have traditionally approached based on 
switchable magnetic ground states via classical thermodynamics101, photo-induced excitations102,103, 
and quantum spin tunneling104,105. With the emergence of spintronics, the long-lived spin states and their 
transport in molecular species have been extensively explored by injecting spin currents from 
ferromagnetic electrodes15,106-108. Later, molecular magnetic films were further successfully employed 
for polarizing itinerant electron spins109,110. The metal-organic interfaces in hybrid magnetic devices 
often form strong interfacial interactions, which can even break the spin degeneracy of molecular 
orbitals at the interface28,30,111-114. This so called “organic spinterface” leads to a spin selective tunnel 
barrier improving on-off ratios of the spin valve devices28,30. Besides, charge transfer at the metal-
organic hybrid interfaces could even transform non-magnetic metallic films to be ferromagnets by 




Molecular species carrying unpaired electron spins offer further tuning of interfacial magnetic 
coupling. The “on-surface” configuration of molecules with ferromagnetic thin films provides an 
archetype platform for studying couplings between molecular spins and their environment, which have 
been extensively studied with planar organometallic complexes, such as metalloporphyrins43-45,51,55,116 
and metallophthalocyanies33,68,117-120. Individual unpaired spins in these complexes have shown to 
exhibit exchange coupling to magnetic substrates48,50, and they could couple themselves not only over 
the entire surface also across further stacking layers. Some of these organometallic stacks may form 
antiferromagnetic interlayer couplings120 that can even induce exchange bias to the underlying 
ferromagnetic films31. Subsequent study reported the contribution of molecular magnetic hardening 
effect on the exchange bias at the hybrid interface92. 
Exchange bias in an antiferromagnet/ferromagnet film is a key element in spintronics. Exchange 
coupling at the interface between an antiferromagnet and ferromagnet, facilitated by a magnetic field-
cooling procedure, strongly pins the magnetization of an entire ferromagnet. Thus, the ferromagnet 
should cost extra energy to reverse its spin, resulting in the shift of a magnetic hysteresis loop as well 
as broadening of the loop31,72,121-123. These features render the exchange bias indispensable to 
commercial magnetic read heads and nonvolatile magnetic memory technologies124-126. Moreover, the 
exchange bias expands the scope of its functionality to state-of-the-art spin-orbit torque devices, 
enabling field-free ultrafast switching of magnetization96,97,127. Thus, fundamental studies of the 
exchange bias in metal-organic hybrid interfaces are essential for extending the functionality of 
molecular spins in spintronic applications. 
In this work, the emergence of molecular magnetic exchange bias and its tunability at the hybrid 
interface between metalloporphyrin and ferromagnetic cobalt films has been demonstrated. In particular, 
the molecular magnetic exchange bias was shown to be as high as 170 mT at 10 K. Magnetotransport 
studies in the hybrid devices provided an alternative assessment of the exchange bias by measuring 
anisotropic and angle-dependent magnetoresistances, which are essential ingredients to expand 
spintronics applications of the hybrid magnetic layers. The emergent magnetic interaction and ordering 
predicted by theoretical simulations at the studied hybrid interfaces are amenable to display such a large 
magnetic exchange bias. The interfacial interactions between a metal substrate and metalloporphyrin 
molecule and the interaction between subsequent molecular layers were found to rely on the indirect 
coupling. The magnetic moments of the planar stacked metalloporphyrins were highly affected by the 
surface effect, producing incommensurate antiferromagnetic layers. These fundamental understanding 
of the molecular interfacial coupling and transport behaviors at the hybrid layers will certainly extend 




4.2. Experimental Methods 
Devices were fabricated on a p-Si/SiO2(300 nm) substrate prepared with an Ar plasma treatment prior 
to thin film depositions. A Ta(6 nm) film was used as a buffer layer128 on the p-Si/SiO2 substrate. Then, 
Co(2-8 nm) layers were deposited by using an electron beam evaporator at a typical rate of 0.2 Å/s. A 
series of the MOEPs (NiOEP, CuOEP, and ZnOEP) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. The MOEP 
films were sublimed at 220℃ and the rate of deposition was critically controlled to be less than 0.2 Å/s 
to develop a highly uniform hybrid interface. To prevent oxidation of the film, an AlOx (20 nm) film 
was deposited on top of the MOEP film. All samples included a Ta buffer layer and AlOx capping layer, 
unless indicated otherwise. The sample fabrication procedure was performed in a high-vacuum under a 
base pressure of 10-7 Torr without breaking the vacuum. The thickness of each layer was controlled by 
using a quartz crystal monitor.  
Magnetic properties were measured using a SQUID-VSM (Quantum Design) magnetometer. The 
sample (4 mm × 6 mm) was placed in a gelatin capsule and fixed in a plastic straw to minimize 
unnecessary background signals. Measurements were performed in a static field mode with an 1 mT 
step for a small field range and an 20 mT step for a high field range. Three to four samples were used 
to determine the reproducibility of the thickness-dependent data. All measurements were collected 
immediately after sample fabrication to minimize unexpected changes, although consistent results were 
obtained, even after storage under a low vacuum over a few months. Measurements for exchange bias 
were performed after cooling the sample under an applied in-plane field from 300 K to a low 
temperature at which the experiments were performed.  
The electrical measurement was carried out in a PPMS (Quantum Design) with a horizontal rotator. A 
Keithley 2636 and Keithley 2182A nanovoltmeter were used for a current source and voltage 
measurement. The Hall bar pattern was fabricated using two shadow mask geometries; one was used 
for the Ta/Co/OEP/AlOx channel with dimensions of 500 μm width and 2 mm length, and the other was 
used for the leads to detect Hall voltage with dimensions of 200 μm width and 1 mm length. The current 
applied at the Hall bar channel was 500 μA, which displayed the highest precision for measurements 
without heating effects. The magnetic field sweep rate remained fixed for the magnetotransport 
measurements to reduce confounding factors relating to the magnetic properties. Angle-dependent 
magnetoresistance were collected with a rotational rate of 0.24°/s in the sweep mode, and there was no 
delay between the measurements for a positive (0° to 360°) and negative (360° to 0°) angle scan. 
All calculations were carried out using DFT with the plane wave-based Vienna Ab initio Simulation 
Package129. The projector augmented wave method of Blöchl130 in the implementation of Kresse and 
Joubert131 was used. The Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient approximation (GGA) 
was employed for the exchange-correlation functional. The Hubbard Ueff = 3.0 eV (U = 4, J = 1) was 
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used to consider the on-site Coulomb repulsion in the metal octaethylporphyrins. An energy cut-off of 
450 eV for the plane wave and a gamma point k-point mesh were used for geometry optimization. The 
2 × 2 × 1 k-point meshes were used for the density of states and magnetization calculations. The 
calculations were converged in energy to 5×10−4 eV/cell, and the geometries were allowed to relax until 
the forces did not exceed 5×10−2 eV/Å. Three unit cells of the Co layer consisting of 192 atoms, oriented 
as (111), were considered to be the substrate. A large cell size of 30 Å along the stacking direction was 





4.3. Magnetometry Analysis  
This study focused on realizing an exchange-biased system in a bilayer composed of a ferromagnetic 
cobalt (Co) film and an organic film of paramagnetic octaethyl-porphyrin (MOEP, M = Ni, Cu, and Zn) 
molecules, which accommodated ionized metal atoms as M2+ at the center. A schematic diagram in 
Figure 4.1(a) illustrates the bilayer system comprising planarly stacked MOEP layers on a Co substrate. 
Figure 4.1(b-d) displays magnetic hysteresis loops of Ta(6 nm)/Co(4 nm)/MOEP(8 nm)/AlOx structures 
(denoted as Co/MOEP systems) measured at 10 K after cooling the samples under applied magnetic 
fields of +2 T (black) or -2 T (red). The observed hysteresis loops showed significant broadening in all 
the Co/MOEP systems. The widths of the hysteresis loops for the Co/MOEP bilayers were typically 
about 100 mT, which is two orders of magnitude wider than that of our Co film without MOEP (Figure 
4.2). In particular, the recorded magnetization for the FC sample with +2 T displayed a shifted hysteresis 
loop to the opposite direction of the applied field. The same trend was observed for the negative FC 
sample with -2 T, and the degree of the shift was nearly identical to that obtained from the positive FC 
sample. These features suggested the presence of the magnetic exchange bias arising from the interfacial 
interactions between the Co and MOEP layers. Note that the observed exchange bias did not originate 
from a Co/CoO structure owing to the surface oxidation of the Co layer. A reference sample of a Ta(6 
nm)/Co(4 nm)/AlOx structure was tested to confirm the absence of exchange bias without MOEP layers 
(Figure 4.2). Another Co/FeOEP-Cl bilayer was also tested magnetization, where a chlorine (Cl) atom 
attached on the planar FeOEP would prohibit a planar stacking of molecules as well as the 
antiferromagnetic interlayer coupling (Figure 4.2). The observed hysteresis loop was nearly identical to 
a Co bare layer, indicating the important role of molecular spin textures in inducing both magnetic 
hardening and magnetic pinning effect. In addition to the Co/MOEP, a series of FM films (Fe, Ni, and 
Py (Ni80Fe20)) was tested for the exchange bias induced by AFM molecular stacking. All the series of 
the FM films showed exchange bias with significant variation (Figure 4.3). The Co was chosen as the 
underlying FM film for the further study of molecular tunability of the exchange bias with various 
MOEP layers because this structure displayed largest magnitude of the molecular exchange bias. The 
magnitude of exchange bias is generally defined as HEB = (H c
+ + H c
- )/2, where H c
+ and H c
-  are the 
coercivities in positive and negative fields. At 10 K, the values of HEB for NiOEP, CuOEP, and ZnOEP 
were estimated to be -170 mT, -162 mT, and -95 mT, respectively. Note that the degree of the exchange 
bias far exceeded that observed in the Co/MnPc31. The magnitudes of exchange bias were significantly 
dependent on the central metal ion in MOEP. These results assured of the existence of ferromagnetic 
exchange coupling at the interface between the Co and the first monolayer of MOEP as well as 
antiferromagnetic coupling between subsequent MOEP layers, which will be confirmed by first-




Figure 4.1. Exchange bias at the hybrid interfaces of Co/MOEP systems (M = Ni, Cu, or Zn). (a) 
Schematic illustration of the Co/MOEP bilayer and magnetic coupling therein. The planar MOEP 
molecules were stacked on the Co(111) substrate. A conceived magnetic ordering to induce the 
exchange bias at the hybrid interface is represented on the right side. (b-d) Normalized magnetic 
hysteresis loops of the Co(4 nm)/NiOEP(8 nm), Co(4 nm)/CuOEP(8 nm), and Co(4 nm)/ZnOEP(8 nm) 
samples, respectively. Measurements were performed at 10 K after cooling the samples under the 
applied fields of +2 T (■) and -2 T (●). Each system displayed exchange bias characterized by a 
unidirectional shift in the hysteresis loop from the center. The magnitudes of exchange biases HEB for 
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Figure 4.2. Absence of unidirectional anisotropy in hysteresis loops of a Co/AlOx and Co/FeOEP-
Cl/AlOx structure at 10 K with a FC procedure. (a) Magnetization measured for a control sample of a 
Co(4 nm)/AlOx film with FC +2 T (black) and -2 T (red). (b,c) Consecutive hysteresis loops measured 
for the FC sample with FC +2 T and -2 T, respectively. (e) Magnetic hysteresis loop for a Co(6 
nm)/FeOEP-Cl(8 nm)/AlOx. (f,g) Consecutive hysteresis loops measured for the FC sample with +2 T 
and -2 T, respectively. A cholrin (Cl) atom attached on the planar FeOEP would prohibit planar stacking 
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Figure 4.3. Magnetization for various FM(4 nm)/CuOEP(8 nm)/AlOx films at 10 K. All measurements 
were performed after field cooling with +2 T from 300 K to 10 K. All samples showed exchange bias 
as (a) 12.4 mT for the Fe/CuOEP, (b) 1.5 mT for the Ni/CuOEP, and (c) 1.6 mT for the Py/CuOEP. (d) 
A plot for ferromagnet-dependent exchange bias values. 
 
Further experiments were performed to establish the exchange bias of the Co/MOEP systems in detail. 
Figure 4.4 displays the recorded hysteresis loops for a Co/NiOEP bilayer at various temperatures. The 
exchange bias and hysteresis width were reduced at higher temperatures. Then, the exchange bias 
disappeared as the temperature approached the blocking temperature (TB) (Figure 4.4(a,b)). The 
temperature dependence of exchange bias depends on the characteristics of spin systems. It is known 
that the exchange bias in conventional spin systems is usually inversely proportional to temperature132. 
By contrast, the Co/MOEP systems follow an exponential dependence, which typically occurs in 
frustrated spin systems, ferro/antiferro-superlattices, and so on133,134. Such temperature dependence can 
be described with the phenomenological formulas, as follows, 
𝐻EB(𝑇) = 𝐻EB
0 ∙ exp (−𝑇/𝑇1)        (1) 
𝐻C(𝑇) = 𝐻C
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0  and H c
0 are the extrapolations to the absolute zero, and T1 and T2 are constants. According 
to Figure 4.4(b,c), the blocking temperatures of the Co/NiOEP and Co/CuOEP system exceed 150 K. 
However, it would be around 100 K for the Co/ZnOEP system. The overall temperature dependence of 
HEB could be fit to the equation (1), as indicated by the solid line in Figure 4.4(b). The width of the 
hysteresis loop agreed well with the equation (2), with slight deviations at the intermediate temperatures 
(from 100 K to 200 K). Note that our vacuum-deposited molecular films could have partially irregular 
layered structure, but the temperature dependent behavior of exchange bias and loop width do not 
display a peculiar peak which has been observed in the exchange bias systems induced by strong 
frustration72,135. The observed hysteresis loops in our hybrid films do not completely shift to one polarity 
of magnetic field. This incomplete loop shift can be also attributed to the presence of frustration by 
some degree as our molecular film likely includes disordered regions. These deviations may indicate 
enhanced thermal excitation at higher temperatures134. Another notable feature of the observed 
hysteresis loops was the asymmetry of the magnetization reversal curve (Figure 4.4(a)). After cooling 
to a low temperature under a positive magnetic field, the first magnetization reversal observed during a 
positive to a negative field scan displayed a sharp turn. However, this reversal became more rounded 
during the following opposite sweep. Subsequent hysteresis loops displayed decreased coercivity with 
a rounded shape in both field sweep directions. Further decrements in the coercivity over repeated field 
scans were negligible (Figure 4.5). This feature is generally referred to as the training effect in exchange 
bias systems74. Differences in the hysteresis loops of the first and the subsequent field sweeps could be 
described by using the following mechanism. The first abrupt magnetization reversal is the consequence 
of domain wall nucleation and propagation, whereas the subsequent s-shaped reversals originate from 
magnetization reversal through domain rotation136,137. The different process of the magnetic reversal 
originates from the reconstruction of AFM domain during the first field sweep resulting in the formation 
of pinned domain that is perpendicular to the interface138-140. Consecutive field sweeps made the 
exchange bias to be saturated (Figure 4.5). The residual exchange bias after completing 50 cycles of 
field sweep was -55 mT and -45 mT for the Co/NiOEP and Co/CuOEP, and a comparably small value 
of -16 mT for the Co/ZnOEP. The thickness of a FM film is a critical factor for the magnitude of 
exchange bias. As the driving energy for exchange bias relies on the exchange coupling at the interface, 
increasing the thickness of a FM film generally reduces the magnitude of exchange bias. Figure 4.4(e) 
shows the obtained HEB for various thicknesses of Co layers (2, 4, 6, and 8 nm) with a fixed OEP 
thickness (8 nm). The thickness dependence of the exchange bias in our Co/OEP systems followed a 
conventional 1/tFM dependence for 4, 6, and 8 nm thick Co layers. Deviations from 1/tFM were observed 
for systems with 2 nm Co layers, which can be attributed to the inhomogeneity of the thin Co layer. 
Such deviations from 1/tFM have also been observed in various conventional FM/AFM bilayers and 




Figure 4.4. Magnetic characteristics in the series of Co/MOEP systems. (a) Magnetic hysteresis loops 
of a Co/NiOEP bilayer measured at different temperatures for a FC sample with +2 T. Hysteresis loops 
were shifted from the center and broadened, and the anisotropy was gradually decreased as the 
temperature increased. (b) The temperature dependence of exchange biases in the Co/MOEP systems. 
The measured exchange bias was decreased exponentially as the temperature increased. The results 
agreed well with the fitting curves (solid line) by the equation (1). (c) The temperature dependence of 
hysteresis loop widths of Co/MOEP systems. The results were in good agreement with the fitting curves 
(solid line) by the equation (2). A control sample prepared without MOEP (► in b, c) exhibited zero 
exchange bias and a much narrower loop. (d) Evolution of the exchange bias obtained by the 
consecutive field sweeps for Co/MOEP systems. Initially, the measured exchange bias displayed rapid 
drop for the repeated measurements, but it approached saturation after 5 cycles, and this bias was 
maintained over 50 cycles. (e) Exchange bias as a function of the Co layer thickness in Co/MOEP 
systems. Increasing the thickness of the Co layer reduced the exchange bias of our hybrid films. The 
solid lines are the guide to eye. 
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Figure 4.5. Magnetization curves of repeated measurements for FC samples with ±2 T at 10 K. (a-c) 
Normalized hysteresis loops of Co(4 nm)/MOEP(8 nm)/AlOx (M=Ni, Cu, and Zn) systems measured 
for FC samples with +2 T. (d-f) Normalized hysteresis loops measured for FC samples with -2 T. Results 
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4.4. Magnetotransport Analysis  
Magnetotransport measurements are essential to characterize the Co/MOEP hybrid bilayers and further 
realize the device applications. A conventional Hall bar geometry was used to measure the anisotropic 
magnetoresistance (AMR) and the planar Hall resistance (PHR) in a representative Co/NiOEP bilayer. 
All measurements were carried out under a magnetic field applied in the sample plane, with an angle 
( ) between the magnetic field and current (Figure 4.6). The AMR and PHR for a single-domain model 
are described as 𝑅AMR(𝜃) = 𝑅⊥ + (𝑅∥ − 𝑅⊥)cos
2𝜃  and 𝑅PHR(𝜃) = (𝑅∥ − 𝑅⊥)cos𝜃sin𝜃 , where R∥ 
and R⊥ are the resistances in response to the applied magnetic fields parallel and perpendicular to a 
current direction, respectively. Figure 4.6(b) exhibits the angle-dependent AMR and PHR measured at 
300 K under a magnetic field of +2 T. The AMR and PHR showed a sinusoidal variation of magnitude 
as a function of angle which are identical for both a positive ( = 0° to 360°) and negative ( = 360° to 
0°) angle sweep. A difference between the positive and negative sweep were observed at low 
temperatures when the sample was FC under +2 T. The measured AMR and PHR curves were shifted 
to the opposite direction depending on the angle sweep direction (Figure 4.6(c,d)). In the case of the 
AMR at 10 K, the first highest peak for the positive sweep was located at  = 8° instead of  = 0°. The 
second peak appeared at  = 188°, whereas the corresponding second peak of the negative sweep was 
located at  = 172°. These shifts in the angle-dependent AMR and PHR is the characteristic behavior of 
exchange bias142,143. As the temperature increased, the shift gradually disappeared and became 
negligible at T > 150 K, which corresponded to the blocking temperature estimated from the 
magnetization results. Similar trends of the angle shifts were also observed in the PHR measurements 
(Figure 4.6(d)). 
The training effect of the exchange bias in a Co/NiOEP bilayer can be also probed through 
magnetotransport measurements. Figure 4.7(a) shows the AMR measured at 10 K after a sample was 
FC with +2 T from 300 K. The measurements were performed with an applied magnetic field parallel 
to the current direction ( = 0°) for all repeated field sweeps. The first AMR curves showed a strong 
asymmetry of coercivities and a significantly reduced AMR, reflecting the process of magnetic 
inversion is different from the subsequent field sweeps144. During the subsequent field sweeps, the 
asymmetry was significantly reduced, reflecting the training effect. Also, there was a distinct feature 
that the maximum resistance in the AMR under a negative field decreased by 4.7%, compared to the 
maximum resistance under a positive field, denoted as the dashed line (Figure 4.7(a)). This decreased 
resistance at the opposite magnetic field to the FC direction in AMR is associated with the unidirectional 
magnetic anisotropy induced by molecular exchange bias observed in Co/CoPc/Co145. Incompletely 
aligned Co spins to the applied magnetic field due to exchange bias can partially make the smaller 
scattering cross-section of orbitals, resulting in the lower resistance state. In the microscopic viewpoint, 
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the exchange biased hybrid layers undergo partial domain pinning during domain wall nucleation and 
propagation in the first magnetic field sweep, which can cause the incompletely aligned Co layer in a 
negatively saturated magnetic field (opposite to the direction of FC)137,144,146. Consecutive PHR 
measurements also reproduced the training effect with a missing upturn peak at the first reversal and a 
steady feature in subsequent curves (Figure 4.7(b)). The temperature dependence of AMR shown 
displayed asymmetries including a coercivity and the magnitude of the AMR, which gradually 
disappeared as the temperature approached 150 K (Figure 4.7(c)). These magnetotransport behaviors 
were consistent with the magnetometry results. Also, other Co/MOEP systems was tested for 
magnetotransport behaviors, which exhibited consistent features of exchange bias (Figure 4.8). To 
summarize the observed features in this exchange bias system, three different analysis data of the 
Co/NiOEP bilayer was arrayed in a single plot (Figure 4.7(d)). This plot shows that the exchange bias 
fields in the studied hybrid films probed via various experimental methods are identical. 
 
Figure 4.6. Angle-dependent magnetoresistance in a Co/NiOEP bilayer. (a) Schematic illustration of 
magnetotransport measurements. A magnetic field was applied in the sample plane, and the AMR(Vxx) 
and PHR (Vxy) were measured simultaneously. (b) The in-plane angle-dependent AMR and PHR 
recorded at 300 K. Conventional cosine and sine curves were observed for the AMR and PHR, 
respectively. (c,d) Angle-dependent AMR and PHR measured at different temperatures for a FC sample 
under +2 T. At low temperatures, both curves displayed opposite phase shifts for the positive and 
negative angle sweeps. Phase shifts of 8˚ occurred in both the positive and negative directions at 10 K, 
which gradually disappeared with increasing temperature. 







































































Figure 4.7. Magnetoresistance in a Co/NiOEP bilayer for the in-plane field sweep. (a,b) Consecutive 
measurements of the AMR and PHR measured at 10 K for a FC sample under +2 T. The observed AMR 
and PHR obtained during the first field sweep displayed a notable shift and anisotropy in the resistances 
at the point of magnetization reversal, but the subsequent sweeps displayed diminished shifts and 
saturation behaviors. (c) The measured AMR for the first field sweep at various temperatures for a FC 
sample with +2 T. The anisotropy gradually decreased with increasing temperature and finally 
disappeared for T > 150 K. (d) Comparison of the magnetization, AMR, and PHR measured at 10 K for 
a FC sample with ±2 T. The plots indicate common points of magnetization inversions (vertical dotted 




































































































Figure 4.8. Magnetoresistance of Co(4 nm)/MOEP(8 nm)/AlOx (M=Ni, Cu, and Zn) systems at 10 K 
measured for FC samples with -2 T. (a-c) AMR of Co(4 nm)/MOEP(8 nm)/AlOx (M=Ni, Cu, and Zn) 
films. (d-f) PHR of Co(4 nm)/MOEP(8 nm)/AlOx (M=Ni, Cu, and Zn) films. Results show distinct 
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4.5. Theoretical Calculations 
 To clarify the hybrid interfacial interactions between Co and MOEP layers, first-principles density 
functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed. As illustrated in Figure 4.9, the calculation 
considered three Co/MOEP systems in which AA’-stacked bilayer MOEP molecules were adsorbed on 
three unit cells of a Co layer oriented as (111). Here, regardless of the metal ion in the MOEP molecule, 
the optimal on-surface configuration of the first MOEP molecule was a slightly tilted (by about 2.5°) 
AA’ stacking with respect to the top Co layer to maximize binding to the Co substrate (Figure 4.9(a)). 
The second MOEP molecule also energetically favored the AA’ configuration with a 45° rotation angle 
with respect to the first MOEP molecule (Figure 4.9(b)). Here, the AA’ stacking develops a complete 
closed loop of C and N atoms (Figure 4.10 and 4.11) and thus promotes strong binding to the Co 
substrate through effective hybridization between the d-orbitals of Co and the p-orbitals of the MOEP 
molecules. The estimated distances between successive layers and the calculated moments in each 
successive MOEP molecular layer are displayed in Figure 4.12 and Table 4.1.  
Figure 4.9(c-e) shows the calculated spin-resolved DOS for specific orbitals of individual atoms in our 
Co/MOEP systems, which reflects the type of magnetic interaction and ordering. The partial DOS for 
Co 3d orbitals seems to be unaffected, regardless of adsorbed MOEP molecules, whereas the p orbital 
of N is substantially different for the series of MOEP molecules absorbed on a Co surface. The projected 
DOS of the Co/NiOEP system indicates partial overlap between the p orbital of N and the 3d orbital of 
Ni. However, overlap between 3d of Co and Ni is not discernable. Thus, this can be speculated that the 
3d orbitals from NiOEP and the 3d orbitals from a Co surface layer interact indirectly through N atoms 
rather than directly44. A significantly large distance between a Co substrate and the first NiOEP layer, 
3.48 Å, supports the dominance of superexchange coupling between them.  
The spin-resolved-atom projected DOS also reflects the type of magnetic ordering presented in our 
hybrid molecular films. The projected DOS of the N1 (N atom in the first MOEP molecule) p orbital is 
quite similar to that of the N2 (N atom in the second MOEP molecule) p orbital, but their spin-up and 
spin-down states are nearly reversed, suggesting that the first and second NiOEP molecules are 
antiferromagnetically ordered each other. A cross-sectional contour plot of the spin density in the 
Co/NiOEP shown in Figure 4.9(f) also displays antiferromagnetic coupling between successive 
molecules. On the other hand, it shows ferromagnetic coupling between the first NiOEP molecule and 
Co substrate. Based on Figure 4.9(d,g), overall magnetic ordering and orbital hybridization in the 
CuOEP is similar to those in the NiOEP. In particular, the cross-sectional contour plot of the spin density 
in the Co/CuOEP reveals superexchange interaction between the first CuOEP layer and Co substrate 
though the N atom of the CuOEP layer. It displays a 90° indirect ferromagnetic coupling though Co-N-
Cu atoms, similar to other hybrid systems44,147. Here, the calculated ferromagnetic coupling between 
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the first CuOEP layer and Co substrate was 18 meV (Figure 4.13(a)), whereas the antiferromagnetic 
coupling between successive molecular layers was 11 meV (Figure 4.13(b)). For the ZnOEP molecule, 
the integrated spin moment of the first ZnOEP molecule was very week. Therefore, the magnetic 
coupling with the Co substrate was very weak (Figure 4.12). Worse yet, absence of antiferromagnetic 
ordering between the first and the second ZnOEP molecules was predicted (Table 4.2). The projected 
DOS reveals that the ZnOEP molecules were almost paramagnetic. Here, the absence of magnetic 
moments in the second ZnOEP as well as antiferromagnetic coupling between molecules contradicts 
our experimental observations. One possible explanation for this discrepancy is the presence of surface 
effects. Two different configurations for the magnetic moment of the first MOEP molecule were 
computed to explore the surface effects; the first configuration was exposed to a vacuum, and the second 
was protected by the second MOEP molecule (Figure 4.16). The estimated magnetic moment of the 
first CuOEP was increased by about 2% from 0.95 𝜇B to 0.97 𝜇B owing to the presence of the second 
CuOEP. In particular, the on-surface first ZnOEP molecule started to exhibit small magnetic moment 
once it was covered with the second ZnOEP (Table 4.5). The surface effect together with the variation 


















Figure 4.9. Theoretical simulations of optimal stacking configuration, spin-resolved atom projected 
density of states (DOS), and the corresponding spin density contour plots of the Co/MOEP systems. (a) 
Top view of AA’ stacking structure of the first MOEP molecule on a Co (111) surface. The OEP 
molecule is slightly (about 2.5˚) rotated with respect to the Co top layer. (b) Top view of the optimized 
MOEP molecules with AA’ stacking configurations. (c-e) Each top and middle plot show the atom 
projected density of states for the second and first MOEP molecule, respectively. The bottom panels 
show the density of states projected onto the Co substrate. A positive (negative) projected DOS 
corresponds to the spin-up (-down) indicated by red (blue) arrows. The Fermi level was set to zero. (f-
h) Cross-sectional contour plots of the spin density in the Co/MOEP systems. Solid lines represent 
density contours. The red region indicates that the density of spin-up electrons dominates the density of 
spin-down electrons, whereas the bright blue region indicates the density of spin-down electrons 
prevails. The first MOEP molecules are ferromagnetically ordered with respect to the Co substrate, and 



























































































Figure 4.10. Optimal configuration of the first (transparent color) and the second MOEP (bright color) 
molecule. (a-c) AA’ stacked MOEP molecules are represented by three different styles of ball-and-stick, 
wireframe, and space-filling respectively, which represents that the first MOEP molecule is rotated by 




Figure 4.11. The formation of closed loop consisting of C and N atoms. Because of the relative 45˚ 
rotation between the first and the second MOEP molecule, from the top view, it can be identified that 
the bilayer MOEP molecules form the complete closed loops consisting of C atoms (indicated in blue 









The high-vacuum deposited MOEP films may have planar stacking across a few layers, as observed in 
other planar molecular films31. In order to confirm overall magnetic behavior in the studied hybrid films, 
extended calculations were performed by including the third molecular layer for Co/CuOEP and 
Co/ZnOEP (Figure 4.14 - 4.17 and Table 4.3 - 4.5). The additional third molecular layer also 
energetically favors AA’ stacking configuration with respect to the second molecule. Slight variation in 
optimal distances, magnetic moments, and magnetic coupling energies can be observed for both 
Co/CuOEP and Co/ZnOEP systems. However, overall magnetic configuration of FM/AFM interlayer 
orderings was consistent as the interaction between the second molecule and third molecule also favors 
AFM ordering.  
As a concluding remark, the magnetic ordering of MOEP molecules is mediated by N p orbitals and the 
magnetic moment in OEP molecule other than the central atom mainly originates from N p orbital as 
shown in spin density contour plots of Figure 4.9. This indicates that the N atoms of MOEP played a 
critical role in developing the magnetic exchange coupling at the hybrid interfaces formed between the 
Co film and MOEP molecules. In the other words, exchange coupling appears to be controllable at the 
molecular level through the design of the metal-organic hybrid interface. This interfacial magnetic 
interaction should highly rely on the molecular structure and orbital symmetry, which will determine 
orbital hybridization. Molecular design of interfacial magnetic coupling will allow to achieve higher 
magnitude of exchange bias and extend it above room temperature. AFM molecular spin ordering at 
room temperature is also necessary to realize room temperature exchange bias and is more challenging 
to achieve. The calculation showed that the AFM exchange interactions between successive molecular 
layers are around ~ 10 meV. Recent theoretical simulation showed that AFM molecular coupling in a 
specific configuration of molecular stacking can be much higher than room temperature63. Another 
important aspect for the molecular spin ordering is the development of well-ordered molecular layers. 
In general, high-vacuum deposition used for the growth of the molecular film leads to partially irregular 
layered structure as it solely relies on the self-assembly of molecules during the deposition. A new 
methodology is needed to develop for the well-defined molecular stacking with enhanced layer by layer 









Figure 4.12. Magnetic properties of Co/MOEP systems and optimal distances between metal atoms (Co 
to Ni, Cu, and Zn). Using DFT calculations, magnetic moments of individual MOEP layers and optimal 
distances were calculated for the lowest energy configuration of Co/MOEP systems. The distance 
between the Co on the substrate and the metal on the MOEP is always shorter than the metal-metal 
distance between subsequent MOEPs because the first MOEP molecule is more strongly bound to the 
Co substrate than the second MOEP molecule. The estimated magnetic moments of MOEP molecules 














)  1.850 0.971 0.016 
d
M2-M1
 (Å) 4.06 3.89 3.94 
d
M1-Co
 (Å) 3.48 3.59 3.51 
 
Table 4.1. Calculated magnetic moments of individual MOEP layers and optimal distances between 












Figure 4.13. Energy configuration of a Co/MOEP1st/MOEP2nd structure. (a) Energy difference of the 
Co/MOEP1st layers (in the consecutive antiferromagnetic coupling of MOEP1st/MOEP2nd) between FM 
and AFM interfacial ordering. (b) Energy difference between the MOEP1st and MOEP2nd layer (in the 
ferromagnetic Co/MOEP1st coupling) between FM and AFM interfacial ordering (See the values in 
Table 4.2).  
EFM - EAFM Co/CuOEP Co/ZnOEP 
MOEP1st
 
/ MOEP2nd 11 meV 0 meV 
Co / MOEP1st -18 meV -2 meV 
 
Table 4.2. Calculated exchange coupling energy (EFM-EAFM) in between the Co and MOEP1st layer and 











ΔECo/OEP1st = EFM - EAFM < 0







Figure 4.14. Recalculated magnetic properties and optimal distances between metal atoms of 
Co/MOEP systems for three stacked MOEP layers. Using DFT calculations, the lowest energy 
configuration of Co/MOEP systems was obtained. The estimated magnetic moments of MOEP 
molecules vary for successive layers (See the calculated values in Table 4.3). 
 
 















)  0.971 0.020 
d
M3-M2
 (Å) 3.89 3.94 
d
M2-M1
 (Å) 3.89 3.94 
d
M1-Co
 (Å) 3.59 3.51 
 
Table 4.3. Calculated magnetic moments of individual MOEP layers and optimal distances between 











Figure 4.15. Energy difference between FM and AFM interfacial ordering in Co/CuOEP1st/CuOEP2nd/ 
CuOEP3rd systems. (a) Stable FM interfacial coupling than the AFM configuration at the interface 
between the Co and CuOEP1st. (b) Stable AFM coupling than FM ordering (See the values in Table 4.4). 
 





 14 meV 
Co / MOEP
1st
 -10 meV 
 
Table 4.4. Calculated exchange coupling energy (EFM-EAFM) in between a Co and CuOEP1st layer and 









ΔECo/OEP1st = EFM - EAFM < 0






Figure 4.16. Surface effect on the magnetic moment of the first MOEP molecule layer. In order to figure 
out the surface effect on the MOEP magnetic moment, the magnetic moments of the first MOEP 
molecule exposed to vacuum (left) and protected by the second MOEP molecule (center) and protected 
by the second and third MOEP molecules (right) were computed. For a Co/CuOEP system, the MOEP 
magnetic moment was increased by about 2% (from 0.95 𝜇𝐵 to 0.97 𝜇𝐵) by covering with additional 
molecules. In the case of a ZnOEP molecule, the moment was increased from 0.001 𝜇𝐵, 0.016 𝜇𝐵 to 









exposed to vacuum with the MOEP2nd 
with the MOEP2nd  
and MOEP3rd 
Co/CuOEP 0.952 0.971 0.971 
Co/ZnOEP               0.001 0.016 0.020 
 





M1 (μB)                           M1 (μB) 
M1 exposed to vaccum M1 with the MOEP2nd layer
M1 (μB)                           
M1 with the MOEP2nd and MOEP3rd layer
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4.6. Summary  
The emergence of spin moments at metal-organic hybrid interfaces provides versatile manipulation of 
electron spins flowing across the interface28,30,111-114. The magnetic moment and coupling at the hybrid 
interface could even allow further active control over the spins in a neighboring film. Here, this study 
demonstrated that the magnetic exchange bias in a Co/MOEP hybrid film can be extended up to 170 
mT, the largest value reported. Magnetic characteristics of the studied hybrid films exhibit the features 
of the exchange bias including training effect, its temperature dependence, and dependence on the 
ferromagnet thickness. Magnetotransport studies offered a direct assessment of the exchange bias by 
measuring AMR or PHR with angular dependence, which can be immediately applicable to the 
electrical signal processing. Our theoretical simulations elucidated the types of magnetic coupling and 
ordering between a Co substrate and MOEP molecules and between the subsequent molecule layers. In 
particular, the interfacial magnetic coupling strongly relies on the neighboring N atoms in the molecule, 
leading to the superexchange interaction. Also, simulated strong surface effects indicate MOEP films 
form incommensurate antiferromagnetic layers. These fundamental studies of the hybrid interfacial 
coupling and its impact on the magnetic and magnetotransport characteristics open a new channel for 
controlling hybrid magnetic layers. The demonstrated tuning of magnetic pinning via the molecular 











* Chapter Ⅳ is reproduced in part with permission of “J. Jo et al. Molecular Tunability of Magnetic Exchange 
Bias and Asymmetrical Magnetotransport in Metalloporphyrin/Co Hybrid Bilayers. ACS Nano, DOI: 




Ⅴ. Exchange Bias in a Fe/CoOEP System with Interfacial 
Antiferromagnetic Coupling 
 
5.1. Motivation  
Molecular spins as fundamental magnetic building-blocks have received enormous attentions for its 
functionality and potential that can cover the overall spectrum of nanotechnology. Through the period 
of initial molecular magnetism in bulk systems148,149, emergence of molecular magnetism at interface, 
called molecular spinterface, begun to spotlight for the sake of intrinsic interfacial features and its 
applicative advantage for architectural low dimension devices. Stacking structures of paramagnetic 
planar molecules on proper underlying films can have aligned spins as FM30,43,44 or AFM59,60,62 
configuration. Emergence of these interesting interfacial features led to extend its realm to development 
of new functional structures and related device application. The interfaces allowed to realize a molecular 
spin valve with one FM film30 and exchange bias resulting from AFM ordered molecular interlayers31. 
Highly thermal stable molecular interface with FM or AFM coupling60,62 and highly spin-polarized spin-
states near the Fermi level150 were demonstrated at room temperature. In this way, the aim to molecular 
spinterface field have extended from the understanding of fundamental mechanism to functionality and 
practical use for futural device applications. 
Exchange bias is one of the representative phenomena in spintronics74, which have widely utilized in 
commercial magnetic devices. When a FM film meets an AFM film, formed through a FC procedure, 
the AFM film is strongly intertwined with the FM film to resist or assist spin-flipping during a magnetic 
field sweep. This results in an asymmetric magnetic hysteresis loop from the zero magnetic field, 
making the exchange bias an indispensable component for commercial memory devices124, where AFM 
layers help to reduce switching magnetic fields in a FM/NM/FM/AFM structure. Conventional 
exchange bias occurs under FM coupling between the films, which means the interfacial spin 
configurations of the FM and AFM layer are parallel. In this case, the hysteresis loop shifts to the 
opposite direction to the applied magnetic field in a field cooling procedure (HFC), called negative 
exchange bias (NEB), which widely represented not only in conventional metal and oxide systems but 
also in molecular systems31,92,151. On the contrary, exchange bias having AFM coupling at the interface 
can exhibit distinctive features. As the low HFC applies to the AFM coupling system, it is a stable state 
having an AFM interfacial configuration right after the FC, showing NEB behaviors. However, as the 
HFC increases as enough to make the AFM layers follow the HFC direction, which means Zeeman energy 
is dominant than the interfacial exchange coupling, the interface is in an unstable state. This makes the 
loop shift with the same direction to the HFC, called positive exchange bias (PEB)86. The controllable 
exchange bias through the tuning of interfacial coupling has been systemically analyzed in the fluoride86, 
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spin glass72, and oxide systems90, but not in molecular systems.  
This study demonstrated the functional molecular spinterface having a newly developed FM-like 
molecular layer and the consecutive AFM layers at the interface between paramagnetic cobalt-porphyrin 
(CoOEP) molecules and the underlying ferromagnetic iron (Fe) layers. The two different FM layers of 
the Fe and interfacial CoOEP showed distinguishable magnetic hysteresis loops and further generated 
exchange bias phenomena by the AFM molecular CoOEP layers. Although the exchange bias for the 
underlying Fe layers was controlled by the upper AFM molecular layers, the FM-like molecular layer 
was affected by two layers acting as a pinning layer that one was the underlying Fe layers and the other 
was the upper AFM molecular layers. Also, it is found out that the exchange interaction associated with 
the exchange bias in this system was ruled by AFM interfacial coupling leading to tunable exchange 
bias via controlling HFC. Comparison with a FM coupled molecular system and theoretical calculation 
strongly underpinned the result of the molecular exchange bias system under AFM coupling. Thus, our 
results demonstrated the transformation of paramagnetic CoOEP layers (on the Fe layers) to the 
interfacial independent FM layer and the consecutive AFM layers, leading to the emergence of 
controllable exchange bias via AFM interfacial coupling. This transformable molecular spinterface with 





5.2. Experimental Methods  
The heterostructure of a Fe/CoOEP system was fabricated on a p-Si/SiO2 (300 nm) substrate. A buffer 
layer of Ta (6 nm) was first deposited on the substrate, and then Fe (2 nm) layers were deposited by 
using an electron beam evaporation. The rate of depositions was 0.1 Å/s. A CoOEP (Sigma Aldrich) 
was sublimed by 0.15 Å/s to fabricate uniform hybrid interfaces. The top layer was an AlOx (20 nm) 
film to prevent oxidation of the whole structure. All process was performed in a high-vacuum chamber 
under a base pressure of 10-7 Torr without breaking the vacuum. The thickness of each layer was 
controlled by using a quartz crystal monitor.  
Magnetometry of the sample was performed by using a SQUID-VSM (Quantum Design). The sample 
was cut to the size of 4 mm × 7 mm and placed in a gelatin capsule within a plastic straw to minimize 
unnecessary background signals. In measurement, a static field mode was used with 2 mT for large field 
ranges and 0.2 mT in a low field scan. All measurements were proceeded immediately after the sample 
fabrication to minimize unexpected changes. Additionally, the magnetic features after storage a sample 
under a vacuum for a few months were almost same with the fresh sample.  
The electrical measurement was carried out in a PPMS (Quantum Design) with a horizontal rotator. A 
Keithley 2636/Keithley 2182A system for a source meter and voltage measurement, respectively. The 
sample for the the electrical measurement was fabricated by using a Hall bar type shadow mask. The 
Ta/Fe/OEP/AlOx channel had 500 μm width and 2 mm length and each contact consisted of Ti/Au pads. 
The current applied at the Hall bar channel was 200 μA which displayed a negligible heating effect. The 






5.3. Control of Two Different Exchange Bias 
A metal-organic hybrid interface between a ferromagnetic Fe and paramagnetic metallo-octaethyl-
porphyrin (MOEP, M = Co2+) was prepared through a stacking structure of Ta(6 nm)/Fe(2 nm)/CoOEP(8 
nm)/AlOx(20 nm) on a Si/SiO2 substrate, named Fe/CoOEP in this study. Figure 5.1(a) displays a 
schematic structure of the molecules CoOEP film on the Fe film. The planar structure of the CoOEP 
molecule is indispensable for layer-by-layer molecular stacks to form interacting molecular spin texture 
and to induce new magnetic properties at the interfaces151. Figure 5.1(b) shows a magnetic hysteresis 
loops of the Fe/CoOEP system measured at 10 K, after a FC procedure with 20 kOe from 300 K. The 
result displayed a large asymmetric hysteresis loop (black, named the main loop) from the center (H = 
0 kOe). The main loop was shifted to the negative-field side as HEB = -154 Oe, where HEB = (H c
+ + 
H c
- )/2. There was a sharp step near H = 0 kOe in the hysteresis loop. To unravel this unusual change of 
magnetization, additional measurements for magnetic hysteresis loops were performed within the range 
of H = 0.3 kOe, which did not exceed the coercivity of the Fe film. The results are shown in the insets 
of Figure 5.1(b), displaying distinct hysteresis loops with small coercivities (red, named the minor loop). 
This minor hysteresis loop indicates the emergence of the newly developed FM domains at the 
Fe/CoOEP interface. In particular, the observed minor loop showed PEB behavior. This clear feature 
assures that the newly developed interfacial layer acts as an individual FM layer distinguished from the 
underlying Fe film. This is called a rotatable spin layer that could be generated at the interface between 
an AFM film and FM film and its spin configuration could easily align to applied magnetic field even 
though it is the component of the AFM film90,152,153. Similarly, anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) 
on a fabricated device also exhibited the interfacial effect of the Fe/CoOEP in Figure 5.1(c). It strongly 
supported these interfacial phenomena because a current on the device flows through the conducting Fe 
film. Then, the current dropped by the rotatable OEP layer which may be connected to the Fe layers 
through charge transfer. The data showed not only the conventional behaviors of exchange bias which 
were almost same with the magnetometry results but also two notable peaks for coercivity near H = 0 
kOe that is same feature with the minor hysteresis loop. Thus, this limited path for the current flow in 
the Fe film and further its adjoining interface assures that the existence of the newly developed rotatable 





Figure 5.1. Exchange bias of a Fe/CoOEP system. (a) Schematic illustration of the exchange-biased 
Fe/CuOEP bilayer. The antiferromagnetic CoOEP molecular spin texture is on top of the ferromagnetic 
Fe film with antiferromagnetic exchange coupling. (b) Magnetic hysteresis loops measured at 10 K for 
a FC sample under HFC = 20 kOe. The main hysteresis loop (black) displayed asymmetric behavior with 
the negative shift. In contrast, the minor loop (red) shifted to the positive direction to the HFC. (c) AMR 
data for the same set of the Fe/CoOEP sample. Inset indicates the geometry of a Hall bar patterned 
device. 
 
There are two different exchange bias features in the hysteresis loop of the Fe/CoOEP structure, 
showing different directions of anisotropy. To unveil the essence of distinctive molecular exchange bias 
here, separated investigations are needed for two different layers of the main loop and minor loop. First, 
the measurement of HFC dependent exchange bias for the main loop showed the change of exchange 
bias as HFC was enhanced NEB values decreased exponentially from -243 Oe (HFC = 2 kOe) to -112 Oe 
(HFC = 60 kOe) at 10 K (Figure 5.2(a)). This HFC dependence is well related to antiferromagnetic 
interfacial coupling which could induce positive exchange bias. To elucidate this phenomenon 
systemically, schematic spin configurations of the FC sample under a low HFC and high HFC case are 
proposed shown in Figure 5.2(c) and Figure 5.2(d), respectively. There are two conceptually parts of 
the molecule CoOEP. One is “the rotatable OEP layer (red)” in charge of the minor hysteresis loop. The 













































in Figure 5.2(c,d) represents not a single spin as individual but a domain-like assembly in layers. Here, 
uncompensated and pinned AFM layers (green) play a role of exchange biasing layers to the adjacent 
FM film. The other, uncompensated and rotatable (unpinned) interfacial layer (red arrow) acts as a FM 
layer reactive to an applied magnetic field. In the initial state of low HFC (☆) in Figure 5.2(c) for the 
main loop, the Fe and pinned OEP layers are in the state of antiferromagnetic interfacial exchange 
coupling which induces NEB. Here, note that the intermediate layer (the rotatable OEP layer in this 
study) in between FM and AFM layers could reduce or enhance the exchange bias154,155, but it does not 
significantly affect the existence of exchange bias. In contrast, when HFC is high enough (★) in Figure 
5.2(d), the Zeemann energy of pinned AFM layers overcomes the interfacial (antiferromagnetic) 
exchange coupling and leads to align the pinned AFM layers to the HFC direction, resulting in PEB86,90. 
In this viewpoint, results in Figure 5.2(a) indicates the Zeemann energy (up to HFC = 60 kOe) is 
insufficient to fully overcome the exchange coupling at the interface but displays its effect on the spin-
flip of the pinned OEP layers. In the previous report, Nogues et al. experimentally showed complete 
reversal of the sign of exchange bias in a Fe/MnF2 system when HFC is high enough86,156,157. Kiwi et al. 
also theoretically showed the inversion of exchange bias by increasing HFC in the Fe/MnF2 system, but 
the inversion did not occur in the Fe/FeF2 system158. The difference in the two systems came from a 
high value of JF/AF in the Fe/FeF2 of -1.2 meV, compared to -0.35 meV for the Fe/MnF2 (with both 
similar values of JAF as -1.2 meV), making it hard to overcome the exchange coupling. Our Fe/CoOEP 
system is also expected a relatively high value of JF/AF, which would be too large to induce the complete 
spin-flip and the inversion to PEB. 
The newly developed rotatable OEP layer (the minor loop) at the Fe/CoOEP interface also exhibited 
exchange bias in response to the magnetic coupling with adjacent spin textures. Figure 5.2(c,d) shows 
that there are two pinned layers which can induce exchange bias to the rotatable OEP layer; the 
underlying Fe layers and the upper pinned OEP layers. First, in the low HFC condition (☆) after a FC 
procedure in Figure 5.2(c), the Fe layers have a parallel spin configuration to the rotatable OEP layer, 
but the pinned OEP layers are antiparallel at the interface. Because the interface coupling favors 
antiferromagnetic, the Fe layers will give rise to PEB to the rotatable OEP layer, but the pinned OEP 
layers will promote NEB. Thus, the PEB in the minor loop at 10 K in Figure 5.2(b) can be interpreted 
that the Fe layers affected to the rotatable OEP layer more strongly than the pinned OEP layers. When 
HFC is high enough, the pinned OEP layers also induces the PEB to the minor loop by rearranging their 
spin configurations as parallel to the applied HFC (★ in Figure 5.2(d)), resulting in further enhanced 
PEB for the rotatable OEP layer. In short, the type of the exchange bias and its HFC dependence for the 
PEB strongly underpins the existence of the three distinctive spin textures and the ground state of 





Figure 5.2. HFC dependent exchange bias of a Fe/CoOEP system. (a) Evolution of the exchange bias for 
the main loop measured at 10 K with increasing HFC. The exchange bias was significantly reduced with 
increasing HFC, but it maintained the negative sign. (b) The exchange bias for the minor loop as a 
function of HFC measured at 10 K. As the HFC increased, the PEB was slightly increased and then 
saturated after HFC = 0.8 kOe. (c,d) Schematic illustrations of spin textures under low HFC and high HFC, 














































5.3 Positive sign of exchange bias via frustration 
Figure 5.3(a) displays the temperature dependence of exchange bias for the main loop measured after 
the sample was FC with HFC = 20 kOe. There is the inversion of the sign of exchange bias between the 
negative and positive around 40 K. The positive value exhibited the maximum value at around 55 K 
and then decreased with increasing temperature, and finally disappeared near 150 K which is associated 
with the blocking temperature (TB) of the Fe/CoOEP system. If the positive sign of this exchange bias 
was really associated with positive exchange bias which people consider resulting from the interfacial 
antiferromagnetic coupling, there should be variation of exchange bias depending on HFC condition. 
However, there cannot be found distinct change of exchange bias from HFC = 2 kOe to 60 kOe for the 
both main loop and minor loop at 55 K (Figure 5.3(b,c)). Therefore, this inversion of the exchange bias 
type in this study should be associated with the distribution of AFM CoOEP domains. Figure 5.4(a) 
shows the temperature dependent coercivity (HC), the half of the loop width, under HFC = 20 kOe for 
the Fe/CoOEP system. The measured HC (black dot) increased with decreasing temperature, but it 
seemed not to have a single shape but to possess two features by the inflection point around 40 K. 
Although the HC before 40 K seemed to be saturated by decreasing temperature, the HC after 40 K was 
well followed the exponential curve (red line) fitted. It should be noticed that the left HC (in the negative 
field region, HC-) had the exponential behavior (Figure 5.4(c)), but the right HC (in the positive field 
region, HC+) showed an upturn point at around 25 K (Figure 5.4(e)). This peculiar HC dependence for 
the PEB system could be interpreted as a metastable AFM model, which simply assumes the existence 
of distribution of AFM domains with different blocking temperatures, inducing stable or unstable states 
to an adjacent ferromagnet by the direction of sweeping magnetic field159,160. At the intermediate 
temperature (the temperature in between blocking temperatures of AFM domains) some parts of 
domains are blocked, and others are unblocked. When the sample was FC to intermediate temperature, 
sweeping of magnetic field to the opposite direction from HFC induces rotation of AFM domains with 
relatively low blocking temperature. This induces part of domains are parallel to the applied magnetic 
field and others are antiparallel leading to frustration. Thus, distribution of AFM domains induces higher 
anisotropy to an underlying Co layer at the negative field state than the initial positive field state because 
of domain wall pinning. In this way, there are certain temperature regions to generate upturn HC+ and 
PEB features, which usually get the maximum point at a similar temperature that is around 40 K in our 
system. If the HFC is low, the growth of AFM domains with higher blocking temperature won’t be 






Figure 5.3. Positive sign of exchange bias in a Fe/CoOEP system. (a) Temperature dependent exchange 
bias of the main loop with HFC = 20 kOe. Positive sign of exchange bias was observed from 40 K. 
Exchange bias of (b) the main loop and (c) the minor loop as a function of HFC measured at 55 K. The 
magnitudes of PEB were nearly constant upon varying HFC at 55 K.  
 
Reminding the conventional exchange bias resulting in NEB behaviors based on interfacial 
ferromagnetic coupling, a Co/NiOEP system was introduced to compare the opposite feature of the 
Fe/CoOEP system. Although the Co/NiOEP has very similar structural properties with the Fe/CoOEP, 
it only represented NEB behaviors and did not depend on HFC at low temperatures (Figure 5.6) because 
of the ferromagnetic coupling151. Figure 5.5 shows temperature dependent magnetic properties for the 
Co/NiOEP, with the same measurements for the Fe/CoOEP. Obviously, it displayed the exponential 
dependence of HC in all temperature ranges (Figure 5.4(a)) and in the case of HC- (Figure 5.4(e)). As 
was expected, the HC+, the key component to occur PEB in certain temperatures, displayed smooth 
increasing tendency without any distinctive features like an upturn shape (Figure 5.4(c)). Thus, it is 
inferred that the key element for these different coercivities and exchange bias behaviors between the 
two systems is related to their fundamental interfacial couplings. The incommensurate net moment of 
molecular stacking on a FM film would likely to have the direction of moment of the first layer. Thus, 
antiferromagnetic interfacial coupling in the Fe/CoOEP could induce higher anisotropy at intermediate 
temperature under high HFC leading to inversion of NEB to PEB. On the contrary, the absence of PEB 
at intermediate temperature in the Co/NiOEP can be attributed to the combination of interfacial 
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Figure 5.4. Temperature dependent coercivity in a Fe/CoOEP and Co/NiOEP system via a FC procedure 
with +20 kOe. (a) Coercivity HC (the half of loop width), (c) HC+ for the positive field region, and (e) 
H-C for the negative field region on varying temperature in the Fe/CoOEP system. (b) Coercivity HC 
(the half of loop width), (d) HC+ for the positive field region, and (f) HC- for the negative field region on 
varying temperature in the Co/NiOEP system. The difference between the two HC in the systems came 



























































































































Figure 5.5. Variation of exchange bias depending on HFC and temperature in a Fe/CoOEP system. (a) 
Temperature dependent exchange bias on HFC = 2, 20, and 60 kOe. There was inversion of exchange 
bias in the condition of HFC = 20 (red circle) and 60 kOe (blue triangle) around 50 K, but it was not 





Figure 5.6. HFC dependent exchange bias at 10 K in a Co/NiOEP system having ferromagnetic 
interfacial coupling. There was no distinct change of exchange bias according to the HFC up to 60 kOe. 
The low HFC region less than 20 kOe (gray diagonal) showed increasing exchange bias, but it was due 
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 Organic molecules composed of various atoms are attractive Lego-blocks which can be used in 
constructing nanostructures. Variety of molecules and a wide range of properties make the molecules 
indispensable elements in electronics for practical application, and it further extends its leverage to 
spintronics. Among them, molecules on a metal layer develop fascinating interfaces having notable 
change or emergence of charge and spin properties. These peculiar hybrid interfaces will play a key role 
in applicative spintronics owing to its functionality, low-dimensionality, and easy fabrication. 
This thesis demonstrated that paramagnetic MOEP molecules on a ferromagnetic film can develop an 
interfacial ferromagnetic molecular layer and subsequent antiferromagnetic molecular interlayers from 
their interface. This established ferromagnet/antiferromagnet structure clearly showed the features of 
exchange bias such as unidirectional anisotropy, blocking temperature, thickness dependence, and 
training effect. Different kinds of MOEP molecules having various exchange bias underpinned the 
existence of the exchange bias resulting from molecular spinterface. Controlling the underlying 
ferromagnetic film allowed tuning the interfacial coupling between the ferromagnetic film and 
molecules as ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic coupling, which resulted in tunable exchange bias 
depending a magnetic field in a field-cooled procedure. Magnetotransport with anisotropic and angle-
dependence displayed an alternative assessment of exchange bias, especially revealing the existence of 
the induced molecular layers at the interface. Furthermore, the transport measurement on a fabricated 
device showed feasibility to device application. Theoretical calculations elucidated the experimental 
data by analyzing spin moment, distance, and interfacial exchange coupling for each layer. In particular, 
the interfacial magnetic coupling relies on the neighboring N atoms in the molecule, leading to the 
indirect superexchange interaction.  
Fundamental studies of ferromagnet/molecule structures via experiment and theoretical calculation 
showcased the emergence of molecular spinterface and its application to exchange bias. These 
molecules at hybrid interfaces will open a new channel for organic spintronics in the low dimension, 
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